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Music and people
will pervade the
park at Sunday's fest

Interim chancellor for MnSCU named
by Brian Wierima
STAFF WRITER

MnSCU has chosen a long-term
"interim" chancellor instead of a

pennanent replacement to succeed
Judith Eaton.
Morris
Anderson
has
been selected to become the
long-term interim chancellor
to MnSCU. Anderson's tenure

is expected to be two years.
Anderson takes over for Eaton

July 1.
Anderson's experience ranges
from being chief of staff for the
governor of Minnesota. to longtime

public policy leader for the state of
Minnesota. He has been a member
on the MnSCU board of trustees for
more than a year.
Anderson also served as

commissioner of the state
Department of Revenue and was

political pr~ess and I bring

significant expertise (to the
the assistant commissioner for tax position)," Anderson said.
policy.Hewasexecutivedirectorof .
John Kaul, an aide to current
the Association of Minnesota MnSCU Chancellor Eaton, said the
Counties.
reaction to the choice of Anderson
Anderson said he brings almost has been positive.
30 years of government leadership
"Most (officials) are happy the
and a good understanding of fiscal board decided to go with an interim
and policy issues.
and happy with the selection (of
"Public education is part of the Anderson) because it's somebody

scsu

SomeSCSU
protesters were
arrested at April
24 demonstration

by Karlee Morgan
STAFF WRITER

by Steve Linders

Go TO PROTEST, PAGE 4 •

Go TO MNSCU, PAGE 6 •

Amnesty
brings
East
Timor
crisis to

Students,
faculty
protest at
defense
plant

A prolest at the Alliant defense
plant in Hopkins, Minn. the
morning of April 24 ended with the
arrest of 85 people including SCSU
students and at least one faculty
member.
1be protest was organized by
the Midwest Institute for Social
Transfonnation (MIS1) because
they oppose A1liant's involvement
manufacturing rocket fuel used in
missiles and the production of land
mines.
The SCSU protesters were
required to be there for the
human relations 491 class that is
taught by Professor Marv Davidov,
who could not be reached for
comment. The class leaches
students how to develop social
change skills.
The class- did not require
students lo be arrested but some
were and others were issued tickets.

familiar with the terrain," Kaul said.
Bill Ulland, the MnSCU board
chainnan, said Anderson has the
experience
managing
large
complex organizations. Ulland said
Anderson also has experience
dealing with the legislation, which
funds MnSCU.

Shane A. Opatz/ASSJSTWT PHOTO EDITOR

Junior Jared Hintz, graphic design major, works a file over his soap stone sculpture. The
sculpture is his second experience with carving stone. Free stone carving is being offered from
1o a.m. to noon, then 1 to 5.p.m. Friday In Klehle Visual Arts Center Room G-3.

Erik Gustafson, senior at the
-university of Wisconsin, Madison,
sIX)ke to SCSU students about the
Indonesian military invasion of
East Timor east of Java off the
Malaysian penninsula.
The
presentation took ptace in the South
Voyager room of the Atwood
Memo · I Center at 8 p.m. on
Wednesday night:
Gustafson was representing
Amnesty International which is a
non-profit,
non-governmental
human rights organization. He is
the Midwest Coordinator for the
East Timor Action Network.
"Indonesia has been invading
East Timor since 1975 with US.
taxpayers money," Gustafson said.
''The American public was first
infonned of the situation in East
Timor in 1991 on ABC."
More than 20 SCSU students
anended and viewed ABC's video
tape of the first American broadcast
informing the American public.
ABC covered the story by sending a
journalist to East Timor disguised
as a tourist.

Go TO EAST TIMOR, PAGE 6 •
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WHAT'S
HAPPENING
TODAY
"Shallow Grave" and
"Trainspotting"
6 and 8 p.m. "Shallow
Grave" starts at 6 p.m. and
"Trainspotting" at 8 p.m.
showing at the Atwood Little
Theatre. Both shows play at
the same times on Saturday
and Sunday, also.

Baseball

Friday, May 2, 1997

County Stearns
Theatrical Co. is doing
benefit performance
for flood victims
Proceeds from the Wednesday; May 14
performall.ce of "Jo:.eph and the Amazing
Tcchnicolof Dreamcoats" at County Stearns
Theatrical Co. will go towards helping the flood
victims of the Grand Forks area.
Tickets are $20 for the flood relief
perfonriance. The musical will also continue on
its normally scheduled pe·rfonnances Thursday
through Sunday this week, next week and the
following Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
Tickets for those shows are $12.

1 p.m. SCSU at Mankato
State.

Applications for GI Bill
assistance due May 8
Currently enrolled veterans, resctvists, and
others receiving educational benefits under
Vocational Rehabilitation and Chapter 35 who
wish to receive educational assistance benefits
under the GI Bill for the summer sessions, and/or
the 1997-98 academic year should apply in the
Veterans Office, Room AS-119 by May 8.

Free child care offered ·
while parents learn
family roles
"The Campus Child Care Center iS presenting
"Enhancing your child's self-esteem through
family rituals and traditions.
The presentation will be put on by Lucy

Lang, parent educator. It is scheduled for
Monday from 6:30 p.m. to 7:15 ().m. in the ECC .
Conference Room 123. There will be free child
care during the conference in ECC-122 for ages
2 mon~hs to IO years.

Four fire extinguishers
and a car stolen
Four extinguishers and a car, were reported
stolen from the St. Cloud area on Monday.
The complainant in the first incident, Allen
Gray, reported the theft of four fire extinguishers
from Paramount Ramp. The theft occurred
.between April 25 at 7 p.m. and April 26 at 4 p.m.
The fire extinguishers were valued at $280.
Billy SkaaJerud reported his 1983 Chevrolet
Chevette stolen sometime after 9 p.m. Sunday. It
was taken from 26 9th Ave. North. The keys
were left in the care. The car is red with
MinneSOta license number 827 NUZ. It is valued

Softball
NCC Tourney, Hosted by
Morningside College, Sioux
City, Iowa. SCSU games begin
on Friday at 11 a.m.

Women's Golf
SCSU Invitational at St.

Cloud Country Club.

SATURDAY
All Saints Rugby
Tournament
10 a.m. at Selke Field. The
12th annual All Saints Rugby

Tournament will be going on
all day.

Baseball
1 p.m. SCSU vs. Mankato
State, at home. ·

Women's Golf .
State Tournament.
Tournament will conclude
Sunday.

SUNDAY
Mississippi Music
Festival
11 a.m. at Riverside park.
Rainsite: Fieldhouse,
·
Halenbeck Hall

STATE

& NATION

to the head of every household.
The
money
will
affect
approximately 80,000 people .

charges:
manslaughter
.or
Anonymous
criminally negligent homicide.
Only one other skier has ever
donor donates
been prosecuted in a fellow
skier's death in Colorado.
$10 million to Collision on
victims of flood slopes leads to Pulitzer Prize
Tuesday, Grand Forks Mayor death, criminal
columnist Mike
Pat Owens and East Grand Forks
Mayor Lynn Strauss announced charges
Roykodies
that an anonymous donor had
donated $10 million to the people
of Grand Forks to aid in their
disaster relief.
The donor, a lady who was
only identified as not local, just
"as a woman who cared," had
donated the money almost a
week earlier. The donation was
kept secret while it was figured
out how the money woulp be
divided up. It was decided a
check for $2,000 would be given

IN HlsTORY•••
30 years ago...
The Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) gave approval
Tuesday for the cons_truction of a
radio station at St. Cloud State
College.
Transmitter equipment on the
frequency of 88.5 megacycles, also
approved by the FCC, has been
ordered by the Radio Guild.
Faculty
adviser,
assistant
professor Ellsworth Scott Bryce,
will be assisted by Gary Hawkins,
instructor in the department of
speech and dramatic art.

A ski resort employee
involved in a deadly collision on
the slopes of Vail faces criminal
charges in a beginning skier's
death.
Nathan Hall, 18, had just
finished work and was headed
down a slope when he collided
with Alan Cobb, 33. Witnesses
said Hall was going too fast and
was
skiing
recklessly.
Prosecutors are considering two

L
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Mike Royko, 64, the Pulitzer
Prize
winning
newspaper
columnist died Tuesday.
Royko · died at Northwestern
Memorial
Hospital
of
complications after surgery last
week for a brain aneurysm.
· Royko's
column
first
appeared in the 1960's in the
now-defunct Chicago Daily
News. Later he wrote for the
Chicago Sun-Times and, since
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To submit information for the
events calendar, mail it to
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart
Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498

In the April 29 issue, the article
titled, "Marchers to fight against
violence," 238 were secondary
victims, and the Sexual Assault
Center deals only with sex.ual
assault
In the story, "Japan Club hosts
night of culture," the food was
prepared by the Japan Club
students.
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1984, for the Chicago Tribune.
Royko said he switched to the
Tribune after a group controlled
by media magnate Rupert
Murdoch bought the Sun-Times,
and " no self-respecting fish"
would be wrapped in something
published by the new owner. For
the most part he wrote five days a
week.
·
He gained stature as a critic of
the late Mayor Richard J. Daley
at a time when most prominent
Chicagoans treated Daley with
cautious res~t. Royko's 1971
biography, "Boss: Richard J.
Daley of Chicago," portrayed
Daley as a shrewd, autocratic
politician who tolerated racism
and corruption. The book so
infuriated the Daley .family that
the mayor's wife persuaded a
grocery chain to remove the book
from its store
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Speaker talks about infiltratµig Neo-Nazis
by Muhammad Karim
NEWS EDITOR

and Riley Worth .
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

The Israeli spy said infiltrating the N.eoNazi movement was easy.
According to Yaron Svoray, who spoke in
Ritsche Auditorium Wednesday night, he
went from being a low ranking skinhead to
circulating the higher echelon of the Neo-

Nazi organization in Germany.
Svoray's father was a Holocaust survivor.
Svoray said he grew up in Israel where he
enjoyed a normal childhood, "about as

normal as a childhood could be expected for
an Israeli child," Svoray said.
.
After graduating with a degree in political
science from a Hebrew university in

Jerusalem, Svora}' entered the anny. He said
it played a significant role in his life.
''I saw a whole lot of wars and baltles,"
Svoray said.
Svoray said he qualified for Israel's

Central Police Command, an outfit similar to
the FBI. He said he dealt exclusively with
intemationaJ terrorism.
·
Eventually, Svoray end!XI up in in France,
near the Gennan border. Advised to hide his
Jewish identity, Svoray told the residents of
the area he was a journalist interested in
doing a story on World War II.
'This place was in France," Svoray said.
''The people, hoWever, were German in Kristuu WhiJelSTMF PH(JT(J(;RM'HFR
attitude, custom and belief system."
Neo-Nazi infiltrator Yarom Svoray answers questions Wednesday night after· his presentation in the Kimberty A. Ritsche
Svoray said he was introduced to a locaJ
Auditorium. Svoray used his undercover skills learned in the Israeli Central Police Command to complete his covert research.
historian who agreed to assist him in his intelligence agencies, Svoray
went remain with these people for only two weeks.
Svoray ended his mission one week
project. The two crossed the Gennan border · undercover. He posed as a jOUmalist writing His mission lasted nine months.
before Hitler's birthday two years ago. He
and spent severaJ hours talking about World for a right wing .magazine in the United
"I went from the lowest of skinheads to said he told the Nazis to be prepared for a
War II.
States. He said it was' very easy to infiltrate meeting with the highest leaders in the Neo- surprise.
"He told me he had fought in the war and the Nazk
Nazi movement," Svoray said.
"I told them I had a big surprise for them,"
had personaJly killed Jews," Svoray said. "I
''All of these guys wanted free publicity,"
Svoray's mission was not without its Svoray said. "I let them know I would show
did not know if I should get up and run or Svoray said. "I simply told them I was a dangers. He told of an incident which them my surprise on Hitler:s birthday."
Sl~e ~~!'.n~;=~- svofay to his
nephew who was the leader of the Neo-Nazi
group in Frankfurt, Gennany. The nephew
invited Svoray to attend a monthly function
of the Nazis.
"I felt so strange, being a Jew in a room
with a11 of these guys dressed in Nazi attire,"
Svoray said.
Sickened by the deprivity displayed in the
meeting, Svoray said he decided to infiltrate
the Nazis for the purpose of bringing their
activities to the public.
With the assistance of United States

~~~

~~~liSl_and th
ll)O~ th an happy to
Svoray used the name Ron Furey. He told
the Nazis he was secretly a member of the
American Nazi Party who had become fed up
with America.
"I told them that America had too many
blacks, Jews, Chinese and foreigners,"
Svoray said. "I told them I was in Germany
because they had the right idea in regard to
dealing with the raciaJ problems plaguing our
world. I also pledged support for th'e German
right wing."
Svoray said he had originaJly intended 10

s~:~~

~:1desrh~r~rr:~rf;~tf~~a~:~:
of being a Jew. The man went so far as to
threaten to kill Svoray.
"I broke the man's arm and convinced
everyone of my innocence." Svoray said. '1n
the end, all of the other leaders beat my
attacker up and told him to stop harassing
me."
·
There was one time Svoray said he almost
blew his cover by speaking Hebrew 10 a
German soldier.
"I was really lucky to have escaped such a
blunder," Svoray said.

rev~;tC~~~~~tst~:1;;.!!s1?~~::a:
He said he spoke before the United States
Congress as well as the German parliament.
He said he exposed names, places, and events
of the movement in Germany. He was greatly
disappointed with the reacti~n, he said.
'To this day, no one has been arrested,"
Svoray said. "No on has been brought up on
charges or nothing. I am really shocked at
how little attention the German authorities
have paid to the Nazi menace. Perhaps things
will change soon."
·

WWII vet discusses racism, anti-Semitism
.

~

,

by Tamera J. Manning

decided to volunteer for the United games, Bass accompanied his white
"I wasn't good enough to have a
States Army.
lieutenant into .a restaurant where seat on the bus," Bass said.
STAFF WRITER
''That decision brought me face he said he was told to wait outside
In 1944, overseas duty came and
Leon Bass shared his life and his · to face with what I now know as for about an hour until the after a couple of months in
fee_lings on the "isms" in • life. institutional racism," Bass said, lieutenant had finished eating.
England, Bass' 183rd unit was sent
Primarily . he spoke of racism and explaining how he was segregated
''I was hllngry, too. So I asked a to Germany. In East Germany, Bass
anti-semitism to the audience who from his friends when they enlisted stranger how I could get some went into his first concentration
filled the Atwood Little Theater on "I felt like my
food," Bass said. camp: Buchenwald.
Tue~ay evening.
country
was
..
He was told he
"I was totally . unprepared for
Bass' parents were born in saying, 'Leon,
c9uld get food that kind of experience," Bass said.
South Carolina "Life was a real you're not good
·
from
the "But I could never, ever forget the.
struggle for them," Bass said. enough. You 're
restaurant if he day I walked through those gates."
"They had to struggle for food,. not good enough
e'/t
ffV'
went around and
According to Bass, the
struggle to maintain a job, struggle
th
COUntry Was
~:ked o~!;. ~:~:r:a;:
efi;~o,i:~
to get an education, and struggle for :~r:!n e
their human dignity. I .don't know
t~nJ~: was sent
;::;~:i~o!J th:ia~ Y~- saw the walking dead. I saw ,
how they survived, but they did."
Bass was born and raised in to the deep South
Y(!U~re not
wasn't
good human beings that had been beaten,
Philadelphia where his parent's
You'~ not eno~gh."
~==:d~~~::~~f
moved the family to lessen the :~:ini:!s b:~~
chances ·of their children going
=~~;g~: met;;~~ i~~S:d~nfused by
through the same hardships tf1ey ~::~~n!~ t~o;
faced in South Carolina. Bass was a black man in
bus to meet up . what he saw at Buchenwald, why
never told of the tribulations his that area in 1943.
with some girls· these people were being treated this
parents dealt with, and the family
In
Macon,
he
knew. way. When he learned the people
never retumecl to South Carolina.
Leon Bass
~~t~ough
:~t,:~:~:n~~r.;1:~:i:::~;
Bass went to an all black ~~unterel~:
elementary school.
first segregated
VvWII VET
unoccupied in "These people weren't good
"The teachers were tough, but water fountain
.
the
"white enough."
they rndn't want us to fall through where a man pointed it out to him.
section" of the bus, the "colored
Bass said he couldn't believe
th~ cracks," Bass said. Bass
"He was telling me that I wasn't section" was full, aM Bass had to how terrible the conditions in the
graduated high school in 1943, and good enough," Bass said.
stand for more than 100 miles to his barracks were. He recalled his
with World War II unden:vay,
In Texas, while practicing war destination.
shock when a man, little more than

~~

·If

like

:i~~~

saying, Zeon,
good
enough.
good enough for
the tnain stream
<Jfthings_.'

skin and bones, defecated in front .
of him.
"I thought to myself, 'You don't
do these· things in public,"' Bass
said. "'Where is your dignity?'"
He now admits hi~ hang up and
he now understands the man was
m~rely trying to survive.
Bass f aid he witnessed the
places where people were being
tortured and the ovens of the
crematOrium at Buchenwald. He
learned how the ashes were taken
~:rt~~e~:•t1!fr ~:W~c~~::
f~~~~~n~ 1~~rsBass, he was
shocked to return to the States only

!:C~~ ~rej~~fce

:~:~~

0

0

:

::t:v:ne~ho:~:

~ha!ef=t tn0 ;~~ war to protect
Bass later spoke of Rosa Parks
and Martin Luther IGng Jr., and
stated how one person can
~~~n;:eil: or:~oa,e1i:~~~~;
you care about them and love them.
"I believe in only one race,"
Bass explained, "the human race."
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Series examines cancercausing environment
by Sara Hegland

of breast cancer unknown.

Also, breas't

cancer rates have increA.sed dramatically in
thepastfewyearsintheU.S. In 1971,onein
seventy women had breast cancer. In 1980

Environmental factors can cause cancer,
according to a forum held by the Women's

Center on Wednesday.
The Women on Wednesday's program
has been in existence since 1989, giving

• that figure increased to one in eighteen, and
in 1997 it is one in eight.

students, faculty and community members a
better understanding of
gender issues.
This

Wednesday,

their

~~:~,~~::ti~kl~o,:;:

WOmen .

Prevention was a key issue throughout

Johnson's presentation, and she offered some
.

© wednesday

suggestions for preventative
efforts on a personal level.
"Pax a!tention to what Y?U

[m SERIES :~ v:~t:~::~~~t

health,
specifically
environmental links to cancer.
Carol Johnson, a former Minneapolis city
council member and breast cancer survivor,
gave the presentation entitled "Women's
Health Issues: The Environmental Links to
Cancer." During her presentation, Johnson
brought up statistics about our environment,
such as the 70,000 chemicals in our
environment.
Many cleaning products
contain· known carcinogens yet continue to
be manufactured. Thirty percent of all
cancers are related to tobacco and second
hand smoke. Even something as simple as
common soap can contain carcinogens.
Johnson also said the most highly
industrialized countries have the ·highest
cancer rates. The United States has the
highest breast cancer rate in the world: 84.8
in a population of 100,000. Breast cancer is
the most deadly of the cancers for women,
and is the leading cause of death for women
between the ages of 35-44. However, only
twenty to thirty percent of causes can be
traced to heredity and high risk factors. That
leaves seventy to eighty percent of the causes_

~:Jc 1;:~

grown organically without
pesticides, eat low - fat foods because some
carcinogenic chemicals are deposited in fat
cells, and exercise so you sweat to purge
some of the toxins from your body." · She
also recommended avoiding smoking and
second hand smoke, and buying household
cleaning products whjch do not contain
dangerous chemicals. 'There arc many
carcinogen-free products on the market,"
Johnson said. "Baking soda does a great job
of removing black spats on walls."
Being a cancer survivor herself, the issue
of environmental links to cancer is an
especially personal one for Johnson. "If
people like myself don't get involved and
challenge the status quo, what we leave for
future generations are more health
problems," Johnson said.
Despite the fact efforts are being made in
the area of cancer research, Johnson does not
feel much he~dway has been made in the
fight to eliminate cancer causing .clements
from our enviro,nmcnl. "People don't want
to change, they want to be comfortable,"
Johnson said. "We need to fight that."

Friday, May 2, 1997
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About 300 protesters marched to deal about the process of creating social
the company's front gate where they change.
sang, chanted and shouted at Alliant
"I had a really good feeling :!fter it was all
employees as they entered the building, done," Rudolph said. "It was a rush."
according to SCSU student protester
Although 85 people were arrested,
Emily Kinsey, junior. S14': said many the demonstration was peaceful. No injures
employees had their daughters with were reported and those arrested
them because it was
were
charged
with
national Take Your
misdenieanor trespassiqg.
Daughter to Work-Day.
Both the police and the
Along
with
company had been made
chanting,
singing
aware of the prot,est in
and shouting, the group
advance.
also piled old shoes
The
demonstration
One
in front of the gate,
was planned weeks in
according • to junior
advance,
according
Carissa Hopkins.
to LaForge. Protesters
"The
shoes
were trained ahead of
symbolize the women,
time about how to be
men and children that
arrested. Protesters chose
don't have feet to put
Was
in advance whether or not
shoes on anymore
they were going to
Angela Rice
because they have
be arrested and were
stepped
on
these
Scsu JUNIOR
assigned a partner to
things," said Hopkins.
make sure they were safe.
John Laforge, editor
Junior Angela Rice, an
of Pathfinder newspaper, which specializes SCSU student protester, said some of the
in human rights, said the land mines Alliant police
officers
involved
makes money from are not useful for war "in the arrests sympathized with the
anymore.
protesters.
"It's mostly children and fanners that are
"One officer told me he would like to join
the victims of the land mines," Laforge said. us but he couldn't because he was working,"
"And this company is getting rich from their Rice said.
suffering."
SCSU students and faculty who
Laforge and Rudolph agreed the protest were arrested will nOt be subjected to
accomplished what it was supposed to.
any punishment from the university.
"We gained exposure," Laforge said. "Of Lee Bird, vice president of Student Life
course there is more to be done, but it is a and Development, said the incident did
start. Midwest Institute of Social not intetfere with the lawful educational
Transformation hopes to someday make land process and therefore warrants no
mines obsolete."
discipline.
Rudolph said the students learned a great

o.fficer told
me he would like
to join us but he
couldn't because
he
working.

Wouldn't it be great to
· get a computer for
. graduation?
How about a Power Macintosh 4400 Series: ••
Featuring a PowerPC 603e microprocessor
8x CD-ROM Drive
or maybe a Power Macintosh 6500 Series...
. 16MB RAM & 2.0GB Hard Drive
Featuring PowerPC 603c microprocessor
Multiple Scan 15AV Display
12x CD-ROM Drive
All that and more for $ 1,956
Built-in Iomega Zip Drive
Multiple Scan 15AV Display
With packages starting at $ 2,255 up to $ 2,554

or maybe a Po erBook is more your style.
Like the 1400 series.
Featuring PowerPC 603e microprocessor
8x CD: ROM Drive
11.3-in. (diagonal) color SVGA display
With systems starting at$ 2,237 up to$ 3,133

Ir you need.a little extra cash
to swing the deal.
We have the Apple Loan Program.
An 8 year. low interest rate loan!
No prepayment penalty!
Deferment of principal payments while in school!
Get exactly what you want with a quick turn around time!
For more info - 1-800-APPLE-LN

Computer Store - St. Cloud State University
Engineering Computing Center Room l 0 I
Monday thru Friday 8am - 4pm
(320) 255-4944
. http://www-acs-store.stcloud.msus.edu/
ComputerStore@stcloud.msus.edu
Mastercard and Visa now accepted!
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Raise your arm. ..

the rat race.
Work at the
Chronicle.
Numerous
positions are
available for
summer and
next school year.
For a list of
positions, more
information, or
an application,
call 255-4086 or
stop by S_tewart
Hall room 13.
Hurry, deadlines
are May 9, 1997.

Scott Anderson/STAFF PHOTDGRA.PHER

Cari Schwappach, 2, gets his.hearing tested by communication disorders graduate student Pat Bohmer as part of the Sight and
Hearing Conference. The conference took place in the Education Building Wednesday afternoon.

~~~~~----------,
Staff Writers

needed for 1997-98 school
year. Call 255-4086 or stop
by Stew-art Dall room 13 for
an application or for more
information.

Iii IA! II lKl r:1 lQl t!l lrl III
IA! II IA! 11 lrl 1:1 IEJ 13 lrl r:1
1311 Sixth Ave. S.

2 '. 3 . 4 bedroom apartments available
All units include:
• Off-street parking
• Phone & TV jacks
• Location on bus line
• On-site caretaker
• Paid heat and water

• Mini-blinds
• Air conditioning
• Carpeting
• Dishwasher
• Microwaves

Single Summet tent,tls $100
12 month leases for four bedroom apartments
$185 per month

PILLAR PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
259-4259

But we gather a.t · Newman

$3

PVery

Sunday anyway.

Call Nqwl

rs~~,
S le
Crossroads Mall
253-5353
So,..,, no dou ble d1 scoum pr('.,.nt w uJ"'"
&studen1 ID OffereJ<r1r,: sC> {1-97

■I·
CAmoue CAMPUS M!NIS'mY

MASS: SATURDAY: S:30 P.M.
SUNDAY: 9 A. M . , 11:15 A.M. & 8 P . M.
MASS & EVENTS INFORMATION: 251-3261
OFFICE: 251-3260

l
,
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I

------------------------------~I
I .

Crossroads Mall
253-5353
Sorry, no clouhlr o:l1 seo11 n1 Off..,, ,lul "'th

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

______________________
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EastTimor
"East Timor has a long history

of invasion dating back to the
1700's
with
Portuguese
colonization," Gustafson said. "In
1959 there were increasing tensions

within East Timor and it is well
known the CIA was providing lists
to people who were to be destroyed

in East Timor."
Two well-known operations
took place to destroy East Timor,

said Gustafson. In 1977, the
Encirclement and Annihilation
operation took place, Gustafson
said.
'The Indonesians worked from
the coasts of East Timor inward
stopping any protest . to the

destruction," Gustafson said.
Operation Fina] Cleansing took
place in 1981 in an effort to destroy
the Indonesian resistance of the
East Timorese, according to
Gustafson.
"Men between the ages of eight
and 40 fanned a fence of legs and
walked through East Timor,"
Gustafson said. 'The Indonesians
shot them but most Timorese died
or starvation from being without
food while trying to resist. Tbe
International Red Cross was
prevented from entering East Timor
along with any form of aid."
In 1989, the Pope visited East

MnSCU

PAGE 1

Timor where 60 to 70 percent of the
population attended said Gustafson.
Ninety percent of the population are
Roman Catholic.
'The church is the last nonIndonesian organization and is the
only place where East Timorese can
feel safe," Gustafson said. "All
Tlmorese are forced to learn
Indonesian and speaking another
language is illegal, punishable by
jail. Indonesia has taken East Timor
but they are still resisting."
Efforts are being made to help
East Timor says Gustafson. In 1996
Bishop Carlos Belo and Jose
Ramos Horta won the Nobel Peace
Prize for theif efforts in East Timor. ·
Gustafson
informed
the
audieoce that International Military
Education and Training receives
funds
from
the
Clinton
administration to send military aid
to Indonesia.
"IMET is a stamp of approval
for sending tax.payers money to
Indonesia and that is the main
reason why we are against it,"
said Gustafson. ''The Clinton
administration has modified IMEf
for [public relations purposes] and
has expanded !MET as a way of
professionalizing the military."
Senior Dan Scriver said he plans
to get more involved in the East

PAGE1

"Chancellor
Eaton
recommended Anderson," Ulland
said.
"Anderson
provides
leadership."
Ulland stated the board chose to
go with a long-tenn interim
position instead of a nation-wide
search because MnSCU could not
afford to have a break in leadership.
"We needed to get someoody
who is familiar with Minnesota and
its higher education system and can
hit the ground running," Ulland
said.
The higher education merger
requires a new economic
policy/strategic
plan
be
implemented. This is the major
challenge Anderson said.

'The real challenge I inherit is
putting meat on the bones of the
strategic plan," Anderson said. "I
feel I can give. to the program and
help move it forward."
Anderson
acknowledges
Eaton's progress with the strategic
plan.' Anderson plans to continue
the generation of a system for
MnSCU.
Kaul said the need to continue
the building of a system for the
merger which Eaton has started is
important for Anderson to maintain.
In a MnSCU press release,
Anderson· listed his top priority to
hire a vice chancellor for academic
affairs immediately.
"I need a strong, experienced

Kristine White/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Erik G~stufson, East Tim or representative for Madison's Amnesty International chapter, points out
East Timor on a map Wednesday night in Atwood's North Voyageurs Room.
Timoreffort.
"I plan on getting involved with
Zapatistas and East Timor because I
like working with Revolutionary
efforts," Scriver said.
Gustafson
announced
opportunities for involvement in the
academic professional to help shape
and advance our educational
agenda," Anderson said.
Jim Pehler, president of the
faculty association, said he is
satisfied with the apJX)intment of
Anderson.
"By knowing him, he has a
strong commitment to higher
education of Minnesota and that's
one of the major clements we look
forward to as a faculty," Pehler said.
"By having someone advocate for
the state university system and
advocate for public education."
. Anderson noted he will be a
listener as interim chancellor. He
said he wants to hear from anyone
involved with higher education.
Ulland said there has been no
discussion for a permanent
replacement from the boar~.

ReeyeleMe!
Do your part to save the world.

East Timar resistance. A petition
was passed around to be sent to
members of local government. He
encouraged letters to the President
asking him to stop sending F-16's
to Indonesia used for attacks on
East Timor.

"We as taxpayers are paying for
military aid in East Timor,"
Gustafson said. "It is time to take
action.
For information on the local
chapter of Amnesty International
call 654-5154.

lillAl'HICS EDflOlf
NEEDED
Knowledge of QuarlfXPress,
Adobe Phoioshop, Adobe
Illustrator needed
Position available
Immediately
Contact Ertc at 255-2449 for more
Information, or stop by the Chronicle
office In 13 Stewart Hall

•
SUMMER
RENTALS
4 BEDROOM APARTMENTS '
-bedr9orn,,~partm
10'. availaole with:

For infonnation
call

APARTMENT
FINDERS

259-4040

• Tuck-under parking
• Heat 'Paid
• Water:Paid
• Tanning Bed
• 2 Full Baths
• Dish~Bsher
• Microwave

BIGGEST .llPARTMElfftl ON CJIMPVSI

Classic 500, River Ri<hte

Bridgeview South ano
Bridgeview West
Prices from

$95wi!~n

!e1 50

amenities
you expect.

PILLAR PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
259-4259
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AMA recognized at national convention
;

by Riley Worth
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

attributed in part to the recent success, Walker
said. He added that the effectiveness is also a
big draw.

During spring break, the executive board

According to Juncewski, the club's

of the American Marketing Association sent
their annual report to the AMA collegiate

longest Standing member, the large numbers

headquarters in New Orleans.
They re<;.ently returned from the national

AMA convention, where they received top

"Being involved in the executive lx>ard
made this year more meaningful," Juncewslti
said. "The general members that went

with saw how excited we were ' and and it
got them excited to continue t'1_e
excellence.'.'

are reflective of the closeness of the group.
'The involvement of our general {llembers
is priority nUmber. one," Juncewski said.
"When I was a general me_mbf;r, a member of

three honors in the Midwestern region for the · the executive board took me under his wing."

fourth consecutive year.1bey finished on the
top 12 internationally.
For fourth-year member and current Vice
President of Financial Affairs, Jeff
Juncewski, and third-year AMA advisor
Steve Walker, they've known nothing but
success.
"Just in OUr region, there are around 150
chapters. So, to consistentJy finish that high is
extremely impressive," Walker said
Walker was not able to go along
to the conference in New Orleans, but
said chapters at the November conference
were inquiring about their success.
"When you've had some success, you end
up giving a Jot more than you get at these
conferences," Walker said. "I think our
repuation precedes us."
AMA
currently
has
nearly
150 students, the largest club on campus.
Walker says the large numbers can be

SCSU chapter president Julie Willey
described the 27-year-old professional
organization as a club that "gives members a
chance to develop their skills in marketing,"
although she wanted to banish the stereotype
that all AMA members are marketing majors.•
Only 49 percent of the members are
CONGRA'fUulnONS
marketing majors.
The club has perfonned a variety of
activities, including marketing research for
area businesses such as Northwestern Mutual
Life Insurance, publicity stunts and
fundraising money for charities. Their
involvement in the Volleyball-a-thon raised' 3·27-97
$14,000 for the Muscular Dystrophy
Association in January.
"We offer diverse areas within the group," ·
Walker said. "We have an extremely strong
network as far as alumni and other contacts." Lukas Johnson/SrAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
It was the second trip to New Orleans· for Senior Julie Willey will be giving up her position
Juncewski and Willey:
of this quarter.

ro

AMERICAN .
MARKETIN& ASSOCIATI
as president of AMA at the end

, Advertising major receives national honors
by Jodi L. Wallin
and
Mindy Holtz

have the award for the first time this and thrilled when she made the top day of the conference, said Tavella,
year for the business directive, but 25 in the nation.
who was only given one week to
also to bring more diversity into the
"It was neat just to be decide whether to accept. The
• advertising industry.
nominated, I had no idea I was position was in the media
"I nominated Min Jung because going to win," said Tavella.
department.
STAFF WRITERS
she has excelled in learning about
Along with Tavella, SCSU'sJeff
"I turned it down because that's
When professor R9ger Rudolph all aspects of advirtising, _ from Flahavcri was nominated by not where my strengths lie," said
nominatedMinJungTavellaforthe account management to media Rudolph and named to the Most Tavella ''I'd be really good at
American Advertising Federation's planning and analysis to creative Promising Minority Students in media, but it would be strictly
25 Most promising Minority strategies and tactics," said Advertising honor roll.
media. it would be a lot of number·
Advertising Students, she said she Rudolph. "She is highly energetic · According
to
Rudolph, crunching. To me it's more
was honored to have been named as and she's developed a real passion Flahaven, who has been actively important to enjoy my job, not to go
one of two nominees from SCSU.
to succeed in a career in the working at the St. Cloud limes · to a company just to be there."
Rudolph said the American advertising industry."
as an account representative,
If she had accepted the position,
Advertising Federation decided_ to ·
Tavella said she was shocked • was nominated because of his she says she . would always be
creativity and strong computer wondering 'what if.'
graphic skills.
·
"I think I made the right
'This recognition reflects . well decision,"
she
said,
but
on our mass commuilications acknowledges it was difficult
department," said Rudolph. "I to make. "I was having dreams,
think it reflects well on our nightmares about it. It could
sequence, too."
have made my career direction. I
Rudolph said he hopes that with waited until the very last day to
the support of organizations like call."
the
American
Advertising
In the four days after the
Federation SCSU will be able to conference, Tavella had 13
attract more minority students to its interviews with some of the best
programs.
advertising agencies in the world.
Tavella and Flahaven were
"I had phone calls everyday for
featured with other national two weeks after graduation," she
winners in the February 17, 1997 said.
issue of Advertising Age.
The winners have their resumes
Recognized at a banquet in listed in a portfolio available to the
Chicago February 17-18, Tavella best advertising agencies in the
dined with some of the top CEO's world, so her name is out there in
. in advertising business through out the market.
the world.
•
'1 think it's opening doors for
In what many graduating her that may not have been open
seniors would consider a dream before this happened," Rudolph
come true, CEOs were asking her said.
for her resume.. By the time the
In her years at SCSU, Tavella
winter quarter graduate walked has
been
the
Advertising
through commencement exercise, Federation's AdPlus direc1or and
she had already turned down a assistant director, editor of the
position with the fourth largest Promoter (newsletter for the Public
advertising company in the world, Relations Student Society of
Min Jung Tavella, left, receives an advertising award from Amy DPB Needham.
America) and been involved as coHilliard.Jones, Pl!!Sident of Hilliard-Jones Marketing Group.
The offer came on the second creative director and presenter in

the National Student Advertising
Campaign.
She has also held positions in a
variety of other on campus groups
such
as
Women
in
Communications, Inc., Midwest
Direct Marketing Association and
theMinorityExposuretoCorporate
America Program. Add to tha·t·
membership
in
American
Marketing
Association,
the
American Advertising Federation,
the Advertising and Marketing
Federation of Central Minnesota
and the Student's Coalition Against
Racism and her resume activities
te"veal her go-get-'em attitude.
"It was well worth all the extra
time and effort I put into the extra
curricular activities," Tavella said.
"Everything you worked on you got
recognized for. I would never, ever
have gotten this award unless I had
joined these organizations."
Tavella's hard work has paid off,
although '1.e is still interviewing.
Currently her thoughts lie in ,
being an account executive, a
position which would enable her to
utilize a variety of talents from
dealing with the client and the
media to problem solving.
Tavella said she is also
considering staying a little closer to
home for the time being. She says
in light of the cost of living she may
stay in the l\vin Cities area and get
some fina'!cial stability befo~e
looking outside the region.
The Cities are also a booming
area for advertising agencies
according to Tavella, who notes-that
the Fallon McElligot agency of
Minneapolis was recentJy ,named
agency of the year by the
Advertising Age, a trade magazine.
"I just want to find the right
job," Tavella said.
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Advertise in
the SCSU's
Universtiy
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and-reach
more .,
th•an1 15, 0.0 0'
stUdents o:ri
our diverse
campus.

Ideal ren tals for those whose tastes say yes,
but wh ose budgets say no.

University Apts. Southview Apts.
33.9 ~bcth Ave. s. 523 s. 12th St.

• large 2 bdrm: units • laund,y and vending
• utilities paid
• Reserved Parking

. close_to c,unpus .
• A !_C,_microwave '.
\
• .,

),p by the
• \ ·

_

•

Attention
Rr~-Business
Students ·

•

Single or Double Rooms
Truly a bargin for the economy-minded!

Riverside Re~I Estate
~

,

~

229 Fifth Ave. S. Next to Klnkos

252-8284

You are required to come to the
Student Services Office to obtain
your ACCESS CODE, THE DAY
BEFORE YOU ARE
SCHEDULED TO REGISTER.
Advisers will be available in
BB 123, 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
' Starting April 8 for Summer Quarter
and April 28 for Fall Quarter. L-997.

-
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Pitching plagues Huskies, ·again
by Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

A big reason why the SCSU
baseball team went 0-3 for the
week was the pitching staff
allowed 48 runs on 50 hits in
those three games.
It all started Monday when
the
Huskies traveled
to
Brookings,
S.D.
for
a
doubleheader agilinsl South
Dakota State University.

The Huskies scored four first
inning runs off SDSU starting
pitcher Brandon Groebner to
take an early 4-0 lead. But the
lead would not last long as the
Jackrabbitts answered with.three
in the first inning, one in the
second and seven more in the
third off SCSU sophomore
pitcher 11m Klinnert.
SCSU sophomore infielder
Shane Kavanagh said the recent
pitching struggles means th·e
offense will have to pick up the
slack.
"In the beginning of the
games lately, we've been getting
ahead of the opponents, but the
other teams are getting big
innings and getting all the key
hits lately," Kavanagh said. "I'm
not sure if the pitchers are getting
tired, but we have played a lot of
games lately and the competition
has been really tough lately."
SCSU lost game one by a
score of 15-7.
Klinnert suffered through all
six innings allowing 16 hits and
15 runs.
The Huskies smacked three
more home runs in the contest,
including sophomore outfielder

Mike McKinney's team leading
ninth home run of the season.
Grune two started out like
game one. SCSU · scored three
first inning runs, but were unable
to hold the lead, allowing five
first inning runs off' junior
·starting pitcher Jrunie Meyer.
SDSU would win the game
14-4, but the SCSU defense
proved to be their own worst
enemy committing five errors
which translated into six
unearned runs.
SCSU head coach Denny
Lorsung said the recent length of
the games has played a major
factor in the recent errors.
"It's not the weather,"
Lorsung said. "When you have
games that drag on-and-on, you
tend · to lose your concentration
out there."
Tuesday,
the
Huskies
ventured down to Siebert Field
in Minneapolis to take on the
University of Minnesota Golden
Gophel""S.
Last season, the Gophers
defeated SCSU 19-6.
'
This season, the game was
almost identical as the final score
was 19-6.
The Huskies jumped off to a
1-0 first inning lead as
sophomore second baseman lim
Boland homered for the second
year in a row against the
Gophers, the team that recruited
him out of high school.
"It felt good to hit that homer
off the bat because, it kind of
gave the team a shot in the arm,"
Boland said.

The Huskies would score one
more run in the third inning to
take a 2-0 lead before the Gopher
bats would come alive for 19
runs in the final four innings.
Lorsung said the ijuskies
played will, but the piching
conitued to struggle.
"We got ahead the first
couple of innii:igs·," Lorsung
said. "But once again the
pitching couldn't hold the lead.
It's tough to come from behind
when you can't hold the other
team down."
The Gophers wCre led by
otfielder Robb Quinlan who
went 3 for 5, driving in 5 runs on
two l'iome runs:
Quinlan hit a three -run
homer in the fourth inning and
hit a two-run homer in the sixth
to blow the game open for the
Gophers.
"We expected the ·(Gophers)
to have a big inning," Boland
said. "We hoped to keep them
down, but they have a good
offense and they came up with
the big hits when they needed
them."
Boland ended up the night
going 3 for 4 with a homer and
two doubles.
"(Boland) hit the ball well,"
Lorsung said. "He rises to the
ocassion when it comes, but we
had a let down in certain areas of
the game."
The Huskies will have a
home-and-home contest with
Mankato State this weekend,
beginning Friday at MSU and
Saturday with a home game at
Dick Putz Fjeld.

Julia Peterson/PHOTO F.DffOR
SCSU freshman first baseman Lance Iverson (32) successfully gets the
third out as University of Minnesota's Troy Stein (15) grounds out in the
seventh inning of Tuesday's game at Siebert Field.

Mens tennis brings home a NCC title for SCSU
by Ro/1 LaP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

For senior's Brent Feddema, Jason Muhl
and Chris Slack, winning .this year's North
Central Conference championship was the
perfect ending to a storybook career.
Last time the SCSU men's tennis team
won the NCC Championship was four years
ago, when the three were freshmen on the
team.
Three years later, the freshmen have
become seniors and head coach Jay Schlorf
said the three seniors all played a major role
in SCSU's chrunpionship season.
'They (seniors) all worked extremely hard
and wanted to go out as winners and they
did," Schlorf said.
Schlorf said their goal going into this
year's NCC Championships was to knock off
two-time· defending champion Northern
Colorado.
"Northern Colorado came in with a 1-12
record," Schlorf said. ''But going into the
toumrunent, you never know what their team
is going to be iike and until you meet them
face-to-face you kind of worry."
SCSU dominated the semifinaJs Sunday,
winning every singles match except for No. 2.

"

1bey (seniors) wanted to go out as winners and
they did
Jay Schlorf
$CSU MEN'S TENNIS COACH
Slack was defeated by UNC's Ashley
Tindle 6-2, 1-6, 6- 1 denying Slack an
opportunity for a No. 2 singles championship
berth.
Junior Kyle Freske defeated Univei'Sity of
South Dakota's Aaron Netten 6- 1, 6-2, to
advance to the No. 1 ,championship match
Monday.
·
Also advancing to the championship
round were Feddema at No. 3, Muhl at No. 4,
sophomore Nick Kettenhofen at No. 5, and
sophomore Scot Cook at No. 6.
Muhl, who defeated UNC's Brad Brown
6-1, 6-1, said he was pumped for his first
round match Sunday.
"Most of us played our toughest match on
Sunday," Muhl said. I know personaJly, my

toughest match was in the first round and
heading into the finals, the guy that I was
going to play was someone that I had beaten
twice this year."
The Huskies swept all three semifinal
doubles matches.
Freske and Slack paired at No. I doubles
defeating USD's Aaron Netten and Aaron
Jacobson 8-0.
Feddema and Kettenhofen also won 8-0 at
No.2 and Muhl and sophomore Aaron Slack
won at No. 3 8-5.
"We knew going in, that we were going to
be strong in doubles," Schlorf said. "I was
unaware of how tough UNC's doubles teams
were, but I knew if we beat Mankato, we
would be in the running for a championship."

The Huskies would continue their doubles
dominance in the Championship round
Monday, again sweeping the top three spots.
Muhl and Aaron Slack won 8-5 at No. 3,
Feddema and Kettenhofen won 8-1 at No. 2
and Freske and Chris Slack won8-2at No. I .
Schlorf said everybod:,:: played well in
doubles, especially at the No. I spot.

.~;r:1~1~~

pe;;:an~:!'.r1s~~ftJ s:I~~
(Chris) Slack played the best doubles that
they have played all year. They were doing an
excellent job of returning the seives."
"Ever since we changed the doubles
lineup, everybody seems to be clicking,"
Muhl said. "Everyone· was focused out
there and knew ·what we had to do and we did
it"

In the championship singles matches, the
Huskies won every match but No. I and 2.
Freske was defeated 6-4, 2-6, 7-6, (7-5) by
UNC's Todd Edwards at No. I and Chris
Slack was busy defeating USD's Aaron
Jacobson 7-5, 6- 1 in the third place match.
SCSU won the tournament with a total of
49 points. UNC finished second with 34.
"I was excited for everyone, especially the
seniors," Schlorf said. "They wanted to go
out as winners and they did. It was also a nice
way to end my last year of coaching tennis."
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Peterson has found his home at SCSU
'-Former Denver Pioneer, brings his talents to SCSU coaching hockey and golf
by Rob LaP/ante
S.PORTS EDITOR

If you are having a hard time
finding SCSU men's goJf coach
Brett Petersen lately, it's because he
probably is not around.
Ever since becoming the head
coach for the men's golf team last

August, Petersen has had a busy
schedule. bouncing back-and-forth

from golf coach to assistant hockey

play

coach.

something spe<:ial.

Petersen came to SCSU three
years ago after finishing his
collegiate c~r as a player for the
Denver Pioneers.
He · lettered four straight years
and
was
an
assistant
captain his senior season with the
Pioneers.
Petersen said the opportunity to

and coach hockey' was

"It was a' great experience for

me," Petersen said. "I may be
biased, being I played and coached
in the (Western Collegiate Hockey
Association), but I feel it is
the best college hockey league in
the country."
Petersen said he has spent most
of his time lately traveling

Shane A. Opat,/ASSISTMll PHOTO EDfTOR

SCSU men's golf coach Brett Petersen gives instructions during Tuesday's SCSU/SJU goH meet
at Rich Springs golf course. Petersen is also an assistant coach for the SCSU hockey team.

across the country looking for
recruits.
"I just got back from a hockey
convention in Florida," Petersen
said. "WitA my position, I do spend
a number of nights on the road
recruiting. You do get burnt out on
all the tnivel, but that is just part of
the job."
Peterson said aU the new recruits
for next season have already been
filled and right now the staff iS
looking ahead for ·the 1998-99

admissions office, prior to
becoming the men's g'olf coach this
spring.
"I used to work in the
admissions office last spring,"
Petersen said. 'Then an opening for
the men's golf coach opened up and
i~ exc,ited m.7 !O be able to work fullbme m athlettcs."
Petersen said the two sports do
have similarities, but also have
there differences.
·
"It's a tough tranSition," he said
"Each sport has different
"We're done recruiting for next philosophies, but players from both
year and looking ahead for two-- sports can relate .because the swings
three.years down tlie line," Petersen are similar."
said. "Recruiting is sort of like
While Petersen was a four year
studying for a final exam or a paper letteiwinner in hockey, he said he
for school. You are constantly. does not have a chance when it
busy."
comes to playing golf.
Despite
Petersen's
busy
''I'm far and away the worst guy
schedule, DeBoer said he still has a on the golf team and I should_be,"
good attitude when it comes to golf. Petersen said. "We have a lot of
"We understand that he's a "good golfers on our team and they
coach for Division I hockey, _which really bring me down to earth,
is a big thing," said SCSU freshman because they take me to the cleaners
golfer Travis DeBoer. "Even when it come to golfing."
though that is a lot bigger than golf,
While the golf team is struggling
he still takes time out of his to find meets this spring, Petersen
schedule to be there f6.r us. It's continues to run a tight schedule.
really nice knowing he's there if
He said he is happy with where
you need someone to talk to."
he is at, but would like to pursue
Petersen spent time as an bigger things down the line.
assistant coach for the St. Paul
"I don't think you can be an
Vulcans hockey team before
assistant your whole life," Petersen
coming to SCSU.
said 'Tm happy with where I'm at
He also spent some time in the and I'm not ready to leave yet."

Business Manager
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Payr0lf
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SCSU set to take on Augustana at
Giesel
this weekend's NCC championships places
second
forSCSU

The conference tourney will
The Huskies' opponent, Augustana. hou_se eight teams for the weekend.
is currently ranked third in the No. I seed Nebraska-Omaha (38-9)
will play eighth
It's off to the ballpark again for · region.
"I'm
not
seed
South
the SCSU softball team. This time
..
Dakota (25-29)
they are headed to Sioux City, Iowa disappointed by
-andNo. 4 seed
for lhe North Central Conference any means with
the seeding. We
North Dakota
Tournament.
After coming off some
1
a:v;1;; t~
V:ersity (44disappointing losses in the last two
weeks at home, the Huskies will
~~~~

by Heather Proskey
STAFF WR/TfR

venture out to face a number of

highly ranked softball teams in this
weekend's tournament.
SCSU found out Tuesday their
seeding in the tournament.
The Huskies (28-15) are seeded
sixth, and they will play the third
seeded Augustana Vikings (36-13)

in the first round.
The game will be at 11 :00 a.m.
Friday.
Also that day, second seeded
Mankato State University (32-12)
will play seventh seeded
Morningside (30-17).
The
winner
of
the
SCSU/Augustana game will play

the
winner
of
Mankato/Mdmingside game.

the

!~
::;,:;,~mbe~fJ
~.?.~~ h;~~

If we win here we
have a chance to
w;ii
go to the regional ~~.~h Dakota
Becker. "I had
p layoffs and that University (30~~~f;~~
is what you tell
t7);This is a
the p layers to
u:::e\•,~~
This
work hard f or all assistant coach
:~:~:~bl!~
y ear lo~g
~I~u;e wY~~~~
~~~~~~~ that
Paula U' Ren
~~ceh:;~0 t~

t~

:t;:~n . four

the
Huskies
SCSU ASSISTANT CAOCH
the Regional
have played in
playoffs and
all year.
this is what you
"We have to play tough and stay tell the players to work hard for all
in the games, especially after a year long. All teams are evenly
loss," B~ker said.
matched in the tournament, so the

one through seven teams
have a chance to advance to
regionals."
Since the pitcher-for Augustana
is a drop ball pitcher, the Huskies
have been working on hitting the
drop ball more in practice hoping to
get enough hits and runs together.
The Huskies have struggled
lately with getting the runners that
are in scoring position home.
"We need to put hits together to
score
runs,"
U'Ren said. _"We are equal with all
the teams coming into this
tournament."
As of Tuesday night, there was
no set pitcher to start the Augustana
game.
First year pitcher Adria Carlyon
is the highest possible starter.
Carlyon has started against
Augustana in the past and has shut
them down.
"We have to win and !)lace in
the top three in the conference. We
will go after Augustana because we
have a great opportunity to win,"
Becker said. "We have to play good
defense and hit the ball."

'Cake Jido Jor a Walk.
(Jive Sparky a rJath.
I

rJuy Jluffy a mouse toy.

; }Vlay 4-10 is ft]ational Pet Week. I'

Classified Manager
•
•
•
•
•

Responsible for layout of classified ads
Accounts receivable
Communication skills
Quark experience a plus
Approx. 10-15 hours per week (flexible)
Application Deadline: May 9, 1997

For more info. or to apply, call 255-4086 or stop by SH 13.

~
8 T. CLOUD

28 Fifth }.ve. So.
St. Cloud. Minn. 5630 I

(612) 251-2569

IAkeside

.ail:E
HOUSEPAINTERS

NOW HIRI NG IN
THE TWIN CITIES

Great Full-time
Summer Job
Opportunities
• Crew managers & painters needed
•Excellentpay&incentives

Hours:
Mon.• Fri. 10 a. m. - 9 p.m.
Sat 10 a.m. - a p.m.
Sun. 11 a.m. - 6 p.m.

• Four day work week

•No experience.necessary

•Paid1raining
• Year-round employment opportunities

(612) 942-9709

by Brian Wierima
STAFF WRITER

Although first place eluded
freshffian Jeremy Geisel, the
sprinter placed second in the
decathlon at the NCC Men and
Women's
Multi-Event
Championships on Tuesday at
South Dakota State Univef'Sity.
"He did an outstanding job,"
said Tracy Dill, head coach for the
men and women's track team.
"He didn't get a lot of practice
in
because
he
didn't
decide to compete until two weeks
ago."
The de<:athlon is a two day event
where athletes compete in 10
events.
Athletes score points by placing
in certain events.
Dill said the decathlon is a
rigorous event because the athlete
must wann-up and cool-down in a
·seven hour day where they
compete.
Each different event commands
different physical abilities Dill said.
''Geisel's biggest strength is he
doesn't get too high or low," Dill
said. "He can do a lot of different
events real well."
Geisel finished with 6,257
points, behind Northern Colorado's
Mike Allen with 6,481.
Geisel placed first in heat one in
the 100-meter and 400-meter. He
placed third in t~ the second heat
of the I IO-meter high hurdles and
the javelin throw.
In the long and high
jump, Geisel placed third
respectively.
He took fourth in the discus and
fifth in the pole vault.
Geisel ended up with sixth in the
shot put and lhe 1500-meter.
Geisel was unavailable for
COmf9Cnl.
The SCSU track team took part
in the Drake relays last weekend
and ended up with good results Dill
said.
"There were good individual
efforts,"Dill said.
Dill explained for the overall
:~u;at~g!~~i~:ond:~=
participating.
Sophomore, thrower Julia Karst
placed seventh in the shot put with
a distance of 45-8, which is a
NCAA provisional qualifying
throw.
Junior, hurdler/jumper Carey
Meinert established a school record
with ·a lime of :14.59 in the 100meter hurdle.
She placed 12th overall and is a
NCAA provisional qualifier.
Senior, pole vaulter Dustin
DeRosier placed 10th with a height
of 16-5 l/2 feet.
He is also a NCAA provisional
qualifier.
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Hus
NCCSonuu.
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~!9su,;:87-4,

NCC Tournament cOTll .., TBA

.~

South

Dakota

State,

15-14

Northern Division

Team

Sports Score oar

NCC

Over.ill

Mankato State ,......... .. 3--0 ....... 32·12
Nonh lhlota State... ..4- L.
44-17

St.

~
Northern Division

Southern Division

Nebraska-Omaha ., ... . 10-4

of

10-7-1

. 26-14

ppd. cold.

~

-

Team SCOn!S-- l.St. Cloud State 49, 2.
Northern Color-.ido 34, 3. Mankaio State 30,
4. SouthDakO!aState !6,S, SouthDakota9,

6. Augustana 6,

:~:amrk>n.~hip match- Todd

SouthDakot.i ac Augustana(2)
South D-,1.kota Stak at Morningside (2)
Nebraska-Omaha at Briar Cliff (2)

Edwards (UNC) def. Kyle Freske (SCSU)
No. 3 championship
match-Brent Feddema (SCSU) def Robb
CJui&cn.son (MSU) 6-3, 6-3. No. 4
championship match-Jason Muhl (SCSU)
def. Ryan Zink (SDSU) 7-5, 6-L No. 5
championship match-Nick Kcttenhofen
(SC.SU) def. Mike Carpenter (MSU) 6-1, 6-2:
No. 6 championship matc~Scoo Cook
(SC.SU) def. Luc-J.5 John.son(UNC) 6-3, 6-2

South Dak01a Srate at Morningside (2)

No. 1 championship match---Kyle

St. Ooud State ac Mankato State (2), 1
p.m
· Augustana at South Oakob (2)

_,

SI. Cloud Slate vs. Mankato State (2), I

p.m

Momingsid,;, vs. M.inkato State
Nebraska-Omaha vs. South DakOla

Univ,:rsity

SI. Cloud State vs. St. John's University,

Southern Division

~
St Ooud Slate vs. Augustana College

6,

Wedneytm, . r1 Ptil 30

Team
NCC
OVttall
NorthDakotaSrate
.. 5-3
. 21 -13
MankatoState ............... 2-2 .. .. .......21-12
St.Cloud State
1-5...
12-24

rNCCTournament, 5ioux aty Iowa}

State,

Minnesota-Twin Cities 19

St.OoudState......... ... 1-5 ......... .. 26-14
Nonh Dakora .. .......... 1-3 .... . ... 12-10

North Dakcta ..... ... .. 0-0. ..

Cloud

NCC'TENN■
Men's NCCCbamfrlonsbtps

~

NCC BASEB.W.

'

-

64, 2-6, 7-6, (7-5).

Doubles,

Ahr.Ir/ David Thompl,Oll (M5U) 8-2. No. 2
championship match- Brent
Feddema/Nick Keuenhofen def. Rohb
Christenson/Derek Sutherland (MSU) 8-1
NO. 3 championship matcho---iason
Muhl/Aaron Slack (SCSU) r.ld. Brad
Brown/Aaron Johnson (UNC) 8-5.

Gou
Bem/Js Imm Tue!WO' Abrll29 ·
mmt's§CSU/SW4Yetw«£
( at Rieb Spring Golf Course, par 72)
Team Scores- 1. St. Cloud State 293 2.
SI. john's Red 31{1, 3. SI. john's Blut: 310. .
SCSU finish,;,ffl---1_ Ed OT>onnall 71, 2.
(tie) Brett Whaley 73, 4. Tr.ivi~ Ddloer 74 ,
5. (tie) Mike Se-ii/Ten 75, 13. (tie) Rob
Osterman 80, 16. Riley W>nh 85

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE

TOWNHOMES
1812 16th St. S.E. 252-2633

3-DayWeekend Blowout

Premiere Student Housing
Post-Mississippi Music
All Saints Rugby Party
the Originators of Flesh Rock:
No Cover
$1 Burgers and Taps

c-+ Heated Swimming Pool
c-+ FREE Parking/Outlets
c-+ Sand Volleyball Court
c-+ Heat at1d Water Paid
c-+ Phone/Cable Each Bedroom
c-+Ceiling Fans In Every Bedroom
c-+ Keyed Bedroom Locks
c-+ Microwaves/Dishwashers

c-+ Air Conditioning
c-+ Large Storage Room
c-+ Frost-free Refrigerators
c-+ Laundry Facilities
c-+ Vending Machines
c--t Campus Clipper & Metro Bus
c--t Individual Leases
~ -Pleasant, Quiet Atmosphere

Call 252-2633
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l(VSC TURNS
THE BIC _)-Of
SCSU's public radio station celebrates its
birthday with a big bash
by Tabitha Whissemore

against the fonnat change, KVSG kept its
fresh style and continues to cater to students'
needs.
It was on May IO, 1967, a ne:.v voice
The annual, critically-acclaimed trivi;i
boomed from campus radios.
competition also began in the 1980s.
This was the day KVSC began According to station manager Jo McMullen,
broadcasting to SCSU students and the the event continues to grow each year and has
community of St. Cloud
gained a cult following.
Thirty years later, the radio statiOn
"It has evolved into an incredible
continues as a major force on campus, community event," McMullen said.
receiving many honors and broadcasti~g a
In 1992, after years of hard work, KVSC
variety of programs ranging from those entered new territory when the station
focusing on reggae, to women musicians, to increased its power to reach about 70 miles in
hard rock.
all directions.
KVSC began as a concept in 1960 with a
"It's been great to watch KVSC become a
radio guild. It was not until 1965, when talk full-power station," said Hill.
of licensing began, and, finally two years
According to Hill, none of this would have
later a college radio
been possible Without
station was born.
the
hard
The mission of the
work
of
many
station was to serve the
individuals - most of
needs
· of
the
whom work without
commi.Jnity, and more
pay.
specifically,
the
While the stat.ion is
campus. It does this by from
professionally run, he
providing news and
said it is volunteers
sports coverage, as well
who do the bulk of the
as a diverse range of
work.
music to appea1 to all
Not only do current
tastes.
students
volunteer
In the 1980s, a great
at KVSC, but also
many changes took
many fonner students
place at KVSC. The
who
return
on
and
station· went through a
occasion to lend a
period of inner conflict,
hand.
Richard
Hill
because
, some
"Our
strength
GENERAL MANAGER
administrators wanted
comes from people that
to see KVSC change to
not only volunteered
a Top 40 fonnat. ·
_.
•
wQile in school, but
During this Jimc, the slation lost sig_ht of those who also continue to return and help
its mission, said Richard Hill, the KVSC out," Hill said.
genera] manager and' chainnan of the Mass
Despite the fact the station has won
Communications Department.
numerous awards and reaches people in
"When I took over the station, they really several communities in and around St. Cloud,
had no objective Or no mission," he said.
McMullen said she is proud the stat.ion
Because of students' .adamant protest continues to be locally-oriented.
STAFF WRITER

Our strength comes
peopl.e that not
01lo/ volunteered
while in schooi but
those who also
continue to.return
help out.

0

o

'A.FF PH{lf(JGRAJ'HER

Disc jockey Cari Ness rounds up members to sponser KVSC programming
Wednesday afternoon. KVSC is having their "Birthday Bash" at Legends Bar and
grill and the Red Carpet this weekend.
· It is one Or the things McMullen hop
es to continue in the future, as well as
striving to pursue better news coverage for
issues on campus. She said she also
hopes KVSC can meet the needs of
those students not currently being
met.

"We try to give people a chance to

contribute to the programming of KVSC,"
McMullen said.
To celebrate its 30th birthday, KVSC has
invited alfgut 800 alumni io go back on the air
one rrwre tinie on May 9, JO, and 11. An open
house for the public and coverage of bands
will be at Ugeiuls Bar and Grill and at the
Red Carpet over the weekend.

Annual festival time to lap up sun on riverbanks
by Betsy Cahill
STAFF WRITER

For the twelfth year the Mississippi Music
Festival will be held on the banks of the
Mississippi a~ Riverside Park.
Last year's hunabaloo featured local
favorites Tina and the 8-Side Movement
among others. Displays included the "Art Car
King" Harrod Blank. who decorates cars with
various objects.
Senior Rod Landers reminisced about the
good time he had at last year's festival. "I
thought it would be really lame, but it
wasn't," Landers said. "I played hackey sack
with a bunch of guys I didn't know.
Everybody was hanging out and having fun."
This year, the festivities will begin with
the start of the Thayer Leadership ChaJfonge.
At I0:30 am. participants will begin the five
· mile expedition from the Atwood Mall to

Riverside Park and the heart of the action.
The walkers have been raising pledges to
benefit the program which helps teach
leadership skills to high school students.
The action begi'ns in the park when
Woodstove Pete, winner of this year's "Battle
of the Bands," takes the main stage. This is
only the beginning of a music filled day.
The Mississippi Music Festival
Co'mmittee began its seal'Ch. 135:t fall for ihe
seven bands that will be playing.
The committee, comprised of student
volunteers, made its decisions based on what
bands were going to be in the area this
weekend.
The committee was aiming for a wide
variety of music types when booking the
Festival, said Jacqueline Sene, MMF
committee coordinator. Other acts include
Storyhill, Fred Yrran, Mary Sue Englund,
Unisense, The Billy's and Son Volt. This is a

considerable amount of diversity with styles
ranging from country, to funk, to African
drumming.
Music is not the only thing to look
forward to at the Mississippi Music Festival.
From 1-1:30 p.m. and 2-2:30 p.m. a
poetry reading will take place. This is put on
in conjunction with the Literary Arts
Committee. Everyone is invited and
encouraged to read poetry.
The Special Events Committee has
brought in· a Tarrot card/palm reader. For this,
the services of Ann Andrews have been
procured and she will be on hand from 12-5
p.m. to supply the interpretation.
Booths will be set up with arts,·crafts, food
and miscellaneous novelty items. Seventeen
student organizations have signed up to
promo~e their association or to raise funds.
With a little help from mother nature, in
the fonn of su~ne and warmth, the Festival

is predicted to draw close to 5,000 people.
Daytime events include activities for children
so families can attend. Evening events were
planned with the college crowd in mind
Providing for Minnesota's unpredictable
weather, the Mississippi ~usic Festi~al has
reserved Halenbeck Gym m case of ram.
There will be a -shuttle service provided
from "O"-Lot, in fronl of the Petfoffil!ng
Arts Center, to the festival every 20
minutes.
All the excileri:tent winds down around
8p.m. with the conclusion of the headliners,
Son Volt. "It's going to be a good lime, good
weather; good food and great music,"
predicted Chris Baxter, graduate assistant to
UPB. "I'm really looking foiward to Son
Volt."
This year's festival will continue the
tradition of festivals past, to have fun.
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Reel Big Fish fmally catch~s the big one
Their sound hops on the ska wave
already made two stops at Fi!'.'St Avenue, a
Minneapolis club, since January.
,
MUS/CCR/TIC
While I had never heard of Reel Big Fish
There are not many musical categories
until I heard them on a Texas radio station
which inspire or provide as much energy as
over spring break, I do not find it hard to
ska does.
·
believe within the next year they will be
Originating in the Jamaican rhythms of
. right alongside their now famous label
the early 1960s, ska breathed life into
mates, Goldfinger.
reggae, R&B, swing
The first song on the album; "Sell Out,"
and early rock. These
craftily t.akes a tongue-in-cheek look at the
days ska is more
music industry: Ska lyrics generally take a
popular than ever.
sarcastic look at the world. The chorus
The fascination
follows suit when the band prciclaims, "sell
with bands, such as
out with me oh yeah, sell out with me
Goldfinger, No Doubt
tonight/ record company is gonna give me
and the Mighty
. lots of money and every thing is-gonna be
Mighty Bosstones, has all right." Reel Big Fish has received some
grown to such
criticism because the whole selling out issue
proportions that ska is
is kind of touchy with die-hard fans who
getting enonnous
believe the band to be sell-outs themselVes
amounts of radio air time and extensive
after migrating to a major label.
. coverage on MTY. As ska washes across the
Ska band~ are easily characterized by
whole- country like an epidemic, bands like
their horn section. Reel Big Fish has a fourReel Big Fish are trading-in backyard keg
piece section consisting Or trombones and
party days for opportunities to play the
trumpets. Bouncy rhythms are created by a:
major clubs of the world.
frantic bass line and reckless percussion.
Reel Big Fish's second release, ''Tum the These elements are accentuated by the
Radio Off," came out in August of 1996.
melodic serenade of the brass and the raw
Extensive touring to promote their new
hannonies in the vocals.
album has kept them busy. They have
Lyrical sarcasm se~ ska apart from most

by Betsy Cahill

other musical genres. The happy-go-lucky
craze of the music is kept in line by the
slothful, no-worries attitude of the lyrics.
In the song "Say 'Ten'" the subject turns
to vcganism, a form of vegetarianism in
which no meat or meat products are
consumed. While lead singer Aaron Barrett
complains about the "poor little lettuce
heads" his
vegan friend
has
inadvertantly
slaughtered, he
makes a
comment on
the subject as a
whole.
He says,
"maybe I'm a
murderer, but
I'm hungry."
From there
Barrett goes on
to take a brutal
blow against
people who
have chosen the meat-free way oflife when
he proclaims, "save a plant, eat a cow, I want
beef I want it now/ I'm gonna eat it 'cause
it's red, I'm gonna eat it 'cause it's dead/

maybe I should eat it raw, let the.,blood run
down my jaw/ I'd eat people if it was legal."
Reel Big Fish has found their own style
of ska.
They have attempted to blend in a little
punk and swing for a nice, modem sound
blend.
This album venture;; away from the rude~

The fascination with bands such as
Gold.finger, No Doubt and the Mighty
Mighty Bosstones, .has grown to such
proporl:ians that ska is getting
enormous anwunts of radio air time
and extensive coverage on MTV,
boy, old-school ska and into a younger
generation of ska
Still in the form of two-tone camaraderie,
Reel Big Fish will please any ska fan.

What Stopped

For those of
IYOU trying to
contact
Sithembele
Msaseni'
to donate
books,
the phone
number,
which was
deleted on
page 14 of
the Friday,
April 25
edition, is
255-4091.
You may
p lso go to
Brown Hall
room 315.

Big Ben?
F.Y.I.: Last night
(Election Night),

WAmNq l'D1' TJUr
l'wa,T S U ~

London's Big Ben
mysteriously
stopped ticking!

OJJCA.BIJJOB?
At CoMMUWY BIO-RESOt,l<CES, you can give the
gift of life and earn _money in your s pare time
while you look for that Job. Thousands of people
just like y~u rely on· plasma products to live
healthy normal li ves. Your donat ion is so
important to others.
you are compens.ated
for your time up to.
$160 month.
Plasma donat ions
are completely safe &

fi",~ · -~

easy. YoCJ can .use t his t ime to study, relax, or
remember how you are helping save lives.
For more Information or to schedule an
appointment ca ll 259-6300.
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Geez offers good eats, fun time
by Jeff Dahler

l

STAFF WRITER

Geez Sports Bar & Grill is the newest
of the down Lown bars, actually it is not
locatodctirectlydownt~:t.:o~';;,,mthe
college bar-hopping
hustle and bustle, on
St. Gennain Street.

Besides being one
of the hottest college

hang-outs in St.
Cloud,it isa
restaurant serving
many of the
professional
downtown clientele with a quick bite· to eat.

Atmosphere
~
~
Eating at ·Geez is like eating at a bar.
Wow! Isn't that crazy?

I'm not saying it is bad, but the sports bar
atmosphere is definitely present The bar is
dim, with sport signs everywhere and neon
a1cohol signs. The waitress and bartender ·
were wearing Geez T-shirts, like at any bar.
The atmosphere screams, 'This is a bar."
But that is OK because after my meal I
wanted to ~Uy-up to the bar and have a
Crown Royal water with a twist of lime,
which I am sure the owner of the tavern
would not object to, but my lunch

companion would not allow iL

Cleanllness
~~~~~~~

I~~~

. Being it is a bar, and a college bar at that,
I expected Geez to have sticky floors,
popcorn all over the tables and filthy
bathrooms. But to my surprise, none of these
common biµ- characteristics were present.
1be restaurant is as clean as a bar can
possibly.be. This not only means the eating
area, but also the bathrooms. However, I
~uld not find a soap dispenser in the
bathroom. Maybe I didn't look hard·enough
or it was being repaired, but it is something
a bathroom should definitely have.

Variety

I~~~

Price

~~~~~~~~~

I~~~

Service

•

I~~~

Geez fits ·easily into the college student's
One waitress was handling !he lunch
budget. A lunch for two people, two pops
rush, and she was doing a re.at job. We
and a appetizer was under $14. A deal like
received water as soon as we sat down and
our order was taken a few minutes later. She
th~t is hard to beat. A person could actually
eat for even less if they were hungry for the
was very friendly and seemed to be having a
special of the day.
good time, ))retty amazing considering she
None of Geez's sandwiches were over
· was at_work. I received my appetii.er only a
$6, with most under $5. Another plus to
few minutes after I ordered it. Our food was
Geez is a pop refill is free.
also served quite fast and hot (very nice for
people who want to get a quick bite to eat
during break).
' ·

Quality

l~~~

Geez is good, but a burger is a burger
. is a burger. By the time most ccill_ege
students read this article they will probably
For a bar and grill, Geez has a medley of have consumed a multitude of burgers
menu items. They have a variety of
during their lifetime - some of those
specialty sandwiches (chicken, steak and
perhaps within the last day or few hours.
roast beef), burgers, soups and salads. With
What does this have to do with the price
any of the baskets you can get French fries.
of tea in China you might ask?
tator tots or for 50 cents extra, seasoned
For me anyway, most burgers taste the
fries. Every day of the week Geez. offers a
same. Sure some are extremely good and
different daily special including a sandwich,
others extremely bad, but for the most part if
soup and fries for a reasonable price ($4 to
you have had Ot)e burger you have had them
all.
.
$5).
Geez also has a vast selection of
Geez is in the middle of the burger
appetizers Orecommend the hot wings or
extremes, it is a qua1ity burger and is good
ham-and-cheese witches) - many are only
to eat.
$1.50 during happy hbur.

Overall

I~~~
Geez is a good place to eat, but people
need to remember when going there: it's a
bar first, restaurant second. The food is
served hot and fast at a extremely reasonable
price, and the employees are kind and
courteous. I would recommend Geez Sports
Bar & Grill to anyone looking for a quick
biie to eat during their lunch break, but I
think it would be an even better place to visit
during happy hour in the late afternoon. So
if you are looking for a good place to gather
up the buddies, get something to eat, play
some games (foosball, pool or darts), or
have a couple of cocktails, look no further
than Geez Sports Bar & Grill.

Volcano: rumble, rubble and a lot of hot air
by Jason Lethert

Q. Public can go see "Forrest
Gump," '"The Lion King," and
"Braveheart" and feel like they've
"I've seen the enemy, and it is
sampled of the year's best.
us," sums up Hollywood's
Most people like a good old
addiction to big budget movies.
escapist action film. After viewing
Audiences are wondering
the trailer for '"Twister," I thought
where the quality has gone; they
"if I only see a couple of action
are turning to independants.
films this year, this- has got to be
one of them."
Meanwhile, the big
studios are escalating
SpeciaJ effects have
their love affair with big
gotten so good, viewers
blockbusters. "Volcaoo"
are lured into a false
is the latest and one of
sense of security telling ·
the dumbest movies tO
them "even if the film is
illustrate this.
bad, the effects are
''Volcano" is not only
worth il'' However,
the latest lava flick
when you can edit all of
(apparentJy "Dante's
the entertaining parts
Peak wasn't enough Java ~'~~~~ (effects or drama) into a
for Hollywood), but aJso the latest
40-minute video, then
result of a new combination of
there's no excuse for caJling it a
fonnulas. First you take your
good movie.
gimmick- natural disasters and
1be irony of "Volcano" is even
aliens are big right now. Next, load fans of ''Twister" will be hardit with special effects that will
pressed to enjoy it.
hopefully provide an exciting
. In ''1\vi.ster," there were cool
preview trailer. Lately, studios ha~ stonn scenes in a really bad movie.
been substituting special effects in
In "Volcano,'' the effects scenes are
place of big name stars to provide
part of an overall extremely bad
drawing power. Tus u.Jtimately
movie. Although the effects looked
i:J~~
$JO or
fairly real, but to call them
lackluster would be very kind, and
Now, aJI of you marketing
to think they could carry a film is
majors take note. lbe next step is
ridiculous. For me, watchingJava
to market the picture as an "event
inch it's way down a street is
film." Americans (actuaJly, a11
simply not exciting.
humans) like a sense of order and
Expectedly, the plot and
ranking. They like to think there is
character departments are even
a handful of films that are the best, more deficient. Tommy Lee Jones
must see movies. This way, John
('The Fugitive") stars as a Los
FtLMCRfT/C

;~z~ru:: ~;:c~.

Angeles emergency management
relevant issues. A racist cop
pushing her to safety at the last
officer. When there is an
harasses a black youth. Later,
second. Amidst all this concrete
earthquake or something, his
when the cops are trying to move a and rubble, Jones pushes his
department coordinates emergency concrete barrier, the youth helps
daughter out of the way of a 50services and clean up.
them out.
story building?
Earlj on, Jones helps during a
lbere are more cheesey scenes
1be film's writer is either
quake - even though he had to
with everyone working together
laughing his ass off at the
intenupt his vacation to do so (he's for the common good, and a
executives who paid him, or he is
a very dedicated guy). He's
colorless societythanks to the ash
embarassed to show his face
constantly hassled by his secondcovered faces of everyone.
around town.
in-command
This movie really
about not staying
has so few redeeming
on vacation, and
qualities, it is hard to
by his boss for
justify on any level. It
not staying
does make good use of
behind his desk.
stereo sound during the
Ibis
movie
really
has
so
few
Hey, you can't
action scenes - you can
pin this guy
redeeming qualities, it is hard to almost hear every rock
down with a
rumbling, every
vacation or a
justify it on a,ry level It does
concrete slab cracking.
desk job, he's a
But if the sound effects
make good use of stereo sound make it ioto my
hands on hero!
Jones,~ well
column, there's not
during the action scenes -you
as many of the
f much to talk about.
can almost hear every rock
principaJ actors
I'm looking forward
are fine, but lack
totheslateofbig
rumbling, every concrete slab
any credibility
movies this summer,
due to the overall
cracking.
but I hope there's a
crappy
little more brain power
production. Anne
invested in them; there
Heche plays the
certainly couldn't be any less. To
scientist who can't convince city
1be real weakness in the film is sum it up: "Volcano" blows!
officials of the imminent danger.
the plausibility and laughability
Jones has a daughter he has to
factors - little makes sense in the
protect from the volcano, and we
film.
lleVC( see his ex-wife which aJlows
In several scenes the lava is
a low key romance to bud between almost like a monster, attacking at
Heche and Jones. These are strictly will. In another sequence, a
by-the-numbers characterizations.
building is fa]ling down, and
Another area where the film
Jones's daughter is in the way until
failed was its exploitation of
Jones grabs her. presumably

"Everyone has talent. What is rare is the courage to follow the talent to the
dark place where it leads."
1-n-. 1 10112 .a1thor of h:,tr i l l ~
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EDITORIAL

Disapproval of
Ellen's coming out
proves America is
hiding from real,life
In recent weeks, there has been a great deal of time spent in
the media discussing Disney's decision to allow Ellen
Degeneres to come out of the closet on her show "Ellen."
It seems to be another ploy to keep real-life taboos out of
American living rooms.
On a recent Oprah show, Roseanne Arnold was praised for
her willingness to tackle issues other sit-corns failed to address.
She recalled a few themes which got her in the most trouble
with her censor. One was an episode where her actress daughter
''Darlene" got her period. Another was the infamous lesbian
kiss.
·
STAFF OPINION
A recent edition of CNN compared Degeneres' coming out to
MANDY JACKSON, OPINIONS EDITOR
the shock of the first televised interracial kiss which aired on an
episode 1?f ,;Star Trek."
Why is this such a big deal? If everyone knows these issues
are part of American life, why do we try so hard to keep them
out of our television viewing? Do people truly think if we stop
Zoeller's comments make golf look bad to new fans
menstruation from being talked about in sit-corns, it will
magically go away? Perhaps some women-would like to think
I know almost nothing
Woods seems to have
People are quick to assure
so,
about golf. I can't even hit a
broken a barrier. Getting
me, and the test .of the
Ellen's coming out is perfectly relevant to American society.
ball with a club on the first
more African-Americans
country, Zoeller is a nice guy
It is the first time a sit-com has dealt with the issue sensitively.
try, or the second try, or the
interested in golf is a major
and could not have possibly
Sure, other shows like "Friends," "Melrose Place," and even the third ... well, you get the idea.
success, as golf has been a
meant what he said. Some
pre-coming out "Ellen" own their token gay or lesbian
After months of trying to
predominantly white sport.
want us to think that Zoeller is
characters, but often the issues concerning them, like coming
incapable of believing in such
convice my
In light of all the
out, are neglected. Gay and lesbian characters exist only as
boyfriend I was not
positive aspects
degrading remarks.
stereotypical men with lisps and women who wear pantsuits.
Zoeller would not have said
good ·a, golfing, and
~·
Woods' popularity
Part of the frenzie surrounding the contraversial "Ellen"
what he did unless he felt that·
months
of
his
has
brought
to
golf,
a
episode was its sponsorship. Advertisers actually pulled
·pleading for me to
~ '\
negative light has
way to some degree'. He said
commercials during the time slot due to the show's content.
go to the driving
;,_
If<
been shed on his
what may possibly have been
Get real. Studies have shown at least IO percent of the
range
with
him,
I
.
·
.
recent
victory.
on
the minds of some or many
population is gay or lesbian. Do sponsors think they don't have
finally went to prove ,
•
..
Fuzzy Zoeller, an
of his peers.
gay and lesbian consumers?
to him how horrible • · · • .• · · " · , • older, successful
In golf, which has been a
The fact is, people want to.relate to characters in televi sion.
I am at golfing. I knew I had
professional golfer has doubly predominently white sport for
Why, then, do we_try so hard to take out the parts of our lives
been successful when he
offended Woods. Zoeller
a very long time, Woods'
which may be tabo,o? Yes, teenage girls get their periods. Yes,
turned to me in the car on the
referred to Woods as a little
recent victory has shocked and
interracial couples exist. And yes, there are gays and lesbiails.
way home and said, "You
boy, then commented that he
amazed many in and out of
really can't do this, can you?" hoped Woods would not
the golf world. Zoeller's
Though I know very little
request fried chicken and
comments are an example of
about golf and think it is about collard greens at
that shock,
the most boring thing to watch next year's
whether we like
••
on TV, but I have paid more
Master's.
===ta■r===
it or not.
attention to it lately. I, like
Zoeller
Unfortunately,
many others, have been more
demeaned
his insults are
Woods is a
interested in golf since Tiger
Woods because
likely to turn off
positive role Woods' newlyEric J. Hedlund
Woods has become popular.
of his
He is the youngest player
comparatively
model for all gained golf fans.
EDITOR IN CHIEF
ever to receive the highest
young age, and
I am in
young
people, Though
· Shannon Swanson
honor in golf, winning the
added worse
awe of Woods'
no
matter
what
Master's tournament, and the
insult to injury
talent and
MANAGING EDITOR
coveted green jacket that
by applying
accomplishment,
their color.
Robert Kraemer
·comes with it. He is also the
racist stereotypes - ~ - - - - - - I also become
first person of color to win
to his accomplishment.
disinterested when I hear
Ass/STANT MANAGING EDITOR
this honor.
A few people I have
ignorant comments like these.
Mandy Jackson
Woods is a positive role
discussed this incident with
Though Woods has
model for all young people,
have assured me Zoeller is
accepted Zoeller's public
OPINIONS EDITOR
no matter what their color. He known to be a jokester as well apology none of us will, or
has gotten more young people as an all-around nice guy. I
should, be able to forgive and
$Brah Tieck
interested in golf, especially
have read and heard the same
forget so easily.
DNERSIONS EDITOR
more young Africanthings said by other golfers
Americans.
who know Zoeller.

Woods makes golf popular

·a
J;.f
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Moving away
from friends
hardest decision
to ever make
All my life I've been a mover. So far I've been to nine
schools, and next year I'll be studying at my tenth. I guess I've
never been one for monotony and ritualism. Once my life
becomes set into a stale routine, I'm prepared to continue
traveling on the rugged trail o(Iife ahead.
I'm reminded of the last line in Mark
FOOD FOR
Strand's "Keeping Things Whole," because
THOUGHT
in order to sustain a worthwhile and
meaningful experience in my life,
essentially "I move to keep things whole."
Most of the time when I Changed
schools it was because I found the social
atmosphere at the previous one
unsatisfying. Let's face it - teenage
friendships aie usually based on common
interests, and once the connection
dissipates, so does the relationship. I'll
. BY AIMEE
admit, I've had a few traumatic friendGAPSIEWICZ
losing experiences because I was never '
interested in high school sports, or superficial "popular" cliques
and goofy teenage boys. Who wants shalloW water-treading
friends like tliat,anyway?
Well, 'tfiis yeaf'i\\yi)nloclcy '!xllIB nand clfahg"M1iil'd ttlN<rl'iYt"
sitting on a full house: By divine providence I met two of the
best friends of a lifetime this year.
We started out·partying together every once in awhile, but the
felationship blossomed and metamorphosized into a triumvirate
unified soul. We work together, eat together, schedule classes
together - and even sleep together! When one of us has a
problem, we discuss it as if we were a family unit - heart, mind,
eyes, gut and soul. This system of evaluation always enables us
to execute a sound desicion.
Some people are absolutely convinced we are lesbians
because we spend nearly 24 hours a day together and never get
sick of each other! This is because we are open to suggestion
and genuinely value one another's opinions.
We three are like peas, carrots and com - all completely
different vegetables that taste tenific together. One of us is tht;
alternative music-critiquing type, the another, a budding,
sensual journalist I'm the actress in the family. We are all
individually successful in our own branch of art. However, we
have now integrated our lives and our separate interests have
begun to overlap into a multicolored, hand-woven Easter basket.
Our single strands of straw were incomplete until finding each
other.
This is why my decision to move once again is weighing on
me like so many bricks cemented upon my shoulders, trying to
crush me once and for all. These two.fulfill my trinity, my soul.
They are the icing on my cake,,the cheny in my Coke, the
technicolors of Joseph's dreamcoat. These two add spice to an ·
otherwise flavorless world.
However, my decision to m0ve to San Antonio is not based
on the augmentation or acquisition of friends, but is an answer
to a prayer for direction in my life. I don't know what God has
in store for me, whether it be success in theatre and the
entertainment business, or getting closer to my family. I'm only
being drawn to my roots, and maybe by strengthening them I
can plant a tree of life to grow for me.
This time I'm not moving to keep things whole, but my life
in Texas will resume with a large gap that can't be filled. I'm
resigned. knowing I will never again find two pieces to fit my
triangular puzzle so perfectly. I love them both always and ·
forever.

H
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Students are responsible
for their own actions
Fi~Qf '!H,.lam not ~ayJ!Ig
S.£SU has the right to make
I am perfect. I have attended
any student rules it wants. We
and hosted parties that were
are responsible for our own
l_arge and small. There are
actions.
consequences to certain
Everyone wants people
actions.
who are charged with
Whether it be the university harrassment kicked out of
or the la'w, we are responsible
SCSU. Why should it be
for our own actions. Just
different for people who hold
because someone was caught
large house parties to make a
and punished for something
few bucks at the students'
that wasn't leg~, not everyone expense? Both are
else will be caught.
· exploitation, aren't they?

Letter

Policy·

_ .President Grube· is cracking
down on the party image.
The question is, do we
want a worthless degree from
a "party school" or do we
want it to mean something?
Think about it.
Christopher Allen Cody

Senior
Chemistry and biology

University Chronicle encourages all readers to share their thoughts.
All letters must be typed. under 300 words and include name, year in school, major, a phone
number and signature. AdditionaJly, faculty and staff must include position and department, and
~~~o=t;~u, name and city of residence. We reserve the right to edit for grammar, .
Send lettel'S to University Chronicle, 13 Stewart Hall, SL Cloud. MN 56301-4498 or e-mail
them to: chronicle@tigger.stcloud.msus.edu. Call 255-4086 if you have any questions.
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Clos_e to campus, bus line, parkirm,
~~~e laundry. Call Sharon, 654-

Housing
1'$ AND 2'S NEEDED
to fill four-~nn. apts. and houses.
Heat pd., dishwasher, micro., AJC.
Summer and fall. Maintained
buildings. EPM, 251-6005.
1, 2 AND 3-BDRM. APTS.
$285-$375. Three month summer
lease. Located on Ca_mpus Clipper

~!rtm;~~i\541~?an

Classifieds

Place

1, 2, 3 AND 4-BDRM. APTS.
a~ailable summer ooly. Dishwasher,
micro., A/C, free parking, campus
dose. EPM, 251-6005.

1, 2, 3 AND 4-BDRM. APTS.
G!eat _amentties, close in location.
Riverside, 251-8284, 251 -9418.
1, 2, 3 AND 4-BDRM. APTS.
Summer discounted rents June
July and August. $260-$375. Le,,;
secunty deposit. 654-8300.

Policies:
~~:~e: Noon, Tuesday, ~or the Fri~ay edition; Noon, Friday, for the Tuesday edition.

· 2, 3, and 4-BDRM.
apts. for summer only. 259-9434.
2-BDRM. Apt '$490/MONTH.
~eat, water, ga~age included, on~~-~~~ry., located on bus line.
2-BDRM. APTS.
$280-$325.
Su,mmer

lease.
~olleyball court, picnic tables, onsrte_ ta_~ndry. Call today, limited
ava1lab1llty. 654-8300.

s. _Five (5) words per hne: $1. Six (6) words constitutes two lines co_sting $2 p ·

are per issue.

,
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Classified ads can be purchased in Room

2-BDRM. APTS.
.
Close to SCSU, two. three, four
persons. Heat paid. Riverside
Property, 251-8284. 251-9418.

~tices
d

r_ more mfonnallon, contact JIii Otto, Classifieds manager, at

unng normal busmess hours.

$290/MONTH, SUMMER
two-bdrm. apts., U_niversity' and
Southview,
large
bedrooms
reasooable rates for fall. Heat pal
~~rside Property, 251-8284. 251:
$300/MONTH-4-BDRM. APT.
Large apartment dose to campus.
Three month summer lease. Close
to campus. 654-8300.

~~~~:l

3 MONTH SUMMER LEASE.
$115/m?nth, June-August. NC,
DVof., microwave, mini-blinds. High
P~1nt Apartments. 259-9673.

710 APTS.

1-BDRM.APT.
$260/l!)OOth. June, July and August.

4-BDRM. APT./$295/MONTH.
~une, July and August. Basic cable
1~uded, microwave, DW, AC, mini~~':.· High Point Apartments, 259-

A/C FOR SUMMER"
$115/mo. for June, July &'August.
Large rooms, modem kitchen
compl~te with D.W., microwave, lots
of cabinets. 259-9673.

4-BDRM.APT.
av~ilable fall. New carpet, fresh
paint. 259-9434.

AMENmES PLUS:
,
University North, two, three and
f~ur-bdrm., decks, heat paid,
dishwashers, NC, ooe and a ha~
~~~- 25~~~~~~e Property, 251 -

3_High Point Apartments.

~~~~~sf-=~• laundry. Call

.:~_t~st-

1-BDRM. APT AVAILABLE NOW.

!:Y~,~~~d~d~a~dc~::
1

98~

campus bus line. 654-8300.

1-BDRM. APT.
available summer or fall. 259-9434.
$$$ 1-4-BDRM. APTS.
and efficiencies. $199-$260. Off.
street parking. $15. 259-4841.
1-4-BDRM. APTJ
summer lease. $115/mo. includes
basic cable, D.W., NC, microwave.
Close to ca~pus, shopping, bus line
~~3~nterta1nm~nt. Call today! 2591 OR 2-BDRM. APT.
available now. $420-$485/month
· Heat includes. On-site laundry.
located on campus bus line. 554:
8300.
1 STOP SHOPPING.
Vanety of apartments. 1-4-bdrm.

8-BDRM. HOUSE
for rent. Available summer and fall.
Heat paid, free parking, very nice!
Gall Apartment Finders, 259-4040.
$115/MONTH.
June, July, & August. NC. D.W.•
~:~~;~• mini-blinds, huge bath.
$185?
That's right! Only $185/month
Individual lease •4-bdrm. -apt:
Perfect for your group of 3 or 4. NC,
D.W., Microwaves, large bath,
modem kitchen. Close to· campusr

~:!\~~~; 1997-98 housing

$185/MONTH • FALL '97
Single room in al 4-bdrm. · apt.
Includes heat, water, garbage. Basic

Three-bdrm., $570. Nine month
lease Electric He t f
rki
Dan, 255-9163. a., ree pa ng.

.
APTS.
Room and efficiencies. Summer,
$99 per month, fall. starting at $169
per . month. Three and four-bdrm.
available. Select Properties 2531154. Sign now and save. '
ATTRACTIVE FOUR-BDRM.
apts. Eight locations, close to
SCSU, heat paid, dishwashers
garages, Excel Prop. Mgmt. 251~
6005.
AVAILABLE 611 .
Large three-odrm. near downtown.
Hardwood floors, very quiet.
$86f!'month. Includes heat, electric,
parking, one year lease. References
required. For appt., 259-4039.
AVAILABLE SUMMER AND
fall. Private rooms and four-bdrm.
apts., heat paid, dishwasher micro
NC., campus dose. 251-6005.
.,
BALCONIES FOR SUMMER!

FINEST IN
AFFORDABLE
STUDENT
HOUSING
Now leasing
single rooms and 4
bedroom apartments
for summer and fall.

Call 251-6005

~~~,~~'.t~~:~~~
•1V&ph
all bdrms.
• Par1<ing, carports,
garbages

• Dishwashers
• MicrowalleS, & more
NOW LEASING
SUMMER!

13 Stewart Hall. Fonns are inside the door"

All ?lassified ads must be prepaid unless an established credit exists.
ar_e free an_d run on a sp~ce available basis.

~~~~'.uded also!!! Call today *
2-BDRM. '$275/MONTH.
3 month summer lease. Close to
campus, on-site laundry. 654-8300.

. nces

C~thassuifieds w_,.tyll nCoht be _alccepted over the phone unless you have a ,landing account

3-BDRM. APT.
1 or 2 bath. $360-$375. June, July
AC., on-site laundry.

1 AND ONLY PLACE TO RENT
for fall 1997. $185/month. lnclu<les
heat, water, garbage and basic
cable. Under new management.
Close to campus. Limited access
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BEACHWOOD.
One-bdrm. apts. available now and
~~
Cobom's and d.t. Dan,
9

_fs~

~;i~

BRIDGEPORT.
Three-four-bdrm. near Halenbeck.
Two
showers,
dishwashers
Heat paid'.

CAMPUS EAST.
Large four-bdrms. with two full
baths. Extra sto~ge. Dishwashers,

~!~ui~~•~~~~~-

255-4086 or 255-2164
•

BENTONWOOD.
Two-bdrm. apts. SE St. Cloud on
bus line. $375-$400, twelve month
lease. $425-$450, ·nine month
1~~- Hwy. 10 and 23. Dan,

~~~~~~~~~~~~rity.

·

Heat · paid.

CEDAR SQUARE EAST.
One-bdrm. $390, two-bdrm. $410:~-0~0~:p~rtr::~:~2~1:~f

CHARLAMAINE APrs.
1997 summer's best choice. Across
from SCSU! Attractive, clean, quiet,
s~oke-fre~, well_ cared for building
with classic design. New unn and
common area carpet. Practical price
and more perks like sun decks
whirlpool spa, reserved heated
parking, dishwasher, microwaves.
Summer renta_ls include garage or
reserve parking spot. (Limited
number of garages for summer

=!l)c!r;~: ,~ :::: ;:/
COLLEGEVIEW.
Four-bdrm. near Hockey Center.
H_eat paid, $199 fall, $109 summer,
dishwashers. 251-8284, 251-9418.

COLLEGtATEVIEW.
Summer only. Two-bdrm. apts.
~:er. g~~c1~fn~~ar Hockey
closec?oNVs~J~~~do~~;~iown
l~ked_bdrms., heat paid, spacious'.
:~~rside Property. 251-8284, 251-

DUPLEX·
lhr~e-bdrm., $200E. shared, res.
neighborhood near campus. Bus
line, quiet family environment, nonsmoke, laundry, D.W. Available 6/1
fall. Virginia, 255-0479.
'
EFFICIENCIES
and one-bdrm. apts., close to
downtown and SCSU. Many extras
:~~rside Property. 251-8284, 251:

BEACHWOOD.
· One-bdrm. apts. near d.t. and
Cobom's. Nine or twelve month
leases. Heat paid. Summer leases
avail. Dan, 255-9163.

EFRCIENCY APTS.
Three and twelve month leases
starting June 1. 400+ sq. ft., heat
pd., micro., AIC. EPM. 251-6005.

. BENTONWOOD.
5/1 and 6/1. One and two-bdrm.
apts. SE St. Cloud, jnct. hwy. 10 and
23. Dan, 255-9163.

FEMALES:
Private rooms in two and threebdrm. apts. for summer and fall.

FOR RENT:
House suitable for 8-12 women.
Two blocks to campus. Utiltties paid,
low rent. Call 252-6153, leave
message.

FOUR-BDRM. APTS.
for summ~r. Individual leases, large
cl~an urnts, ~entral air, blinds,
~t?:~~$'11~~1:.1~0~· great

FOUR-BDRM APTS.
in newer bldgs. · Heat paid
dishwasher, micro., NC, camplJS
ciose, Excel Prop. Mgmt. 251-6005. FOUR-BDRM. APTS.
Many styles and locations. Heat and
f:ertit:id. 253-1154, Select
FOUR-BDRM..HOUSE
close to campl.lS, Qff-stre_et parking,
washer/dryer, cable, utilities incl.
$215/rm. or $775 for house lease for
any length of time. Call 202-1650 or
656-2053, pager.
FOUR-BDRM. HOUSE, FEMALES
located on 13th Ave. S. Bctrms.
remaining: 1-$200/mo., 1-$240/mo.
Everything included. Available
summernall. Call (320) 654-6742.
HIGH POINT APARTMENTS.
U~der new mgmt., dishwasher,
m~c~o"."ave, large rooms, NC,
m1rnbhnds. Fall rate-$185/person.
Summer rate-$1 15/person. Includes
heat water and garbage. 259-9673.
HOT SUMMER DEALS.
One-bdrm., $275/m., two-bdrm.,
$150/m., three-bdrm., $109/m. and
four-bdrm., $99/m. 253-1154.
HOUSE FOR RENT.
l ocatedon5thAve.,nearSCSU. 10
bdm:is-three bathrooms, off-street
parking, all utiltties included. Call
24<J3554.

HOUSES, APT. HOUSES,
apt. buildings. We have the most
~~If~~- selection for you. Dan,
HOUSES.
•
Only five left. Seven, nine, ten,
eleven and twelve-bdrm. houses.
Gr~at locations. Spacious. Heat
paid. Dan, 255-9163.
LARGE SINGLE ROOM
wtth privale bathroom and NC for
the older student. Util~ies included.
706 6th Ave. S. 252-9226.
LARGE, TWO-BDRM. APT.
F~ee off-street parking, laundry,
mJCrowave, newly remodeled, near
Halenbeck Hall. Summer rate-$250
fall-$480. Gall Glen, 251-0029. If
answer, leave message.
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M&M SUITES.
One room efficiencies available for
summer and fall. A/C, utilities and
expanded cable included. Mature,
quiet ciientele. 259-9434.
METROVIEW APTS.,
two and three-bdrms., close to
SCSU, decks, dishwashers. Heat

paid, NC, security, garages, micros.
Riverside Property, 251-8284, 251 ...
9418.
NORTH CAMPUS.
Three-four-bdrms. with decks, close
to campus. Garages, security,
dishwashers, micros. Heat paid.
Results, 253-0910.
OLYMPIC JI.
Three-four-bdrms. near Hockey
Center. Four-bdrm. split units with
two full baths. Dishwashers, micros,
security, garages and ports. Heat
paid. Results, 253--0910.

ONE AND TWO-BDRM. APTS.
Available summer and fall. Great
summer discounts. Call Apartment
Finders, 259-4040.
ONE-BDRM. APT.,
5th Ave. at 11th St. open June 1. 12
month ~ase, $360/mo. ($380 w/t,,o
people). Sewer, water, garbage,
heat and electric paid. Oeposl $400.
259-0977 or (320) 634-4879.
ONE-BDRM. APT.
for summer and fall. Great location.
Super nice unit, central air, blinds,
micro, parking, garage available.
Loo~ 253-1320.
ONE-BDRM. APT.,
summer only. Laundry, no pets.
$195/mo. 253-5340.
PARK SOUTH APrs.
All amenities. Two, three, four room
units . ~vailabte. The _p:r~ is rig~t.
Pillar- Property Management. 2594259.

SPLIT LEVEL FOUR-BDRM.
townhouse. Summer and fall. Three
blocks from campus. 253-1154,
Select Properties.

STATEVIEW.
Four-bdrm. units oo campus. Two
showers, dishwashers, microwaves,
security. Heat paid. Results, 2530910.
SUBLET SPECIALS.
Large four-bdrm units one block
from new library site on 4th Ave.
Dishwashers, micros, security, heat
paid.
Results
Property
Management. 253-0910,
SUMMER & FALL
'97-98 school year. Two and fourbdrm. apts. located in a house.
$210-$255. AU utilities , except
electric. 259-9283, 252-6697. ca11
259-9283, 252-6697.
SUMMER ONLY.
Houses and apts. Great locations.
Dan, 255-9163.

PRIVATE ROOMS
in four-bdnn. apts. Heat paid, well
maintained bldgs., eight locations,
close to campus, dishwashers,
pancing, laundry, Excel Prop. Mgmt
251-6005.
RAVINE APTS. ,
Fall 1997. 253-7116.

TWO AND THREE-BDRM.-APTS.
Summer and fall. Call Allan at 2511010 or 253-3488.
TWO-BDRM. APT.
Females, private rooms, summer,
utilities paid, laundry, parking. 2514605.
TWO-BDRM. APTS.
One block from campus. Newly
remodeled, large bedrooms. 2531154, Select P~rties.

TWO ROOMS AVAILABLE
in four-bdrm. apts. Located across
from Halenbeck Hall. Female, rent
$199, spring quarter, heat paid,
whirlpool, deposit $250. Call 2400234.
WINDSOR WEST.
Four-bdrm. units and bi-levels. Two
full baths. Dishwashers, micros,
security. Heat paid. Results, 2530010.

Attention

RENT-FREE SUMMER.
Pay utilities only. Maintain yard in
exchange. House w/washer and
dryer, garage. Walk to campus. 2516656, Elaine.

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!!
Grants, scholarships, aid available
from sponsors!!! No repayments,
ever1!! $$$ Cash for college$$$. For
info.: (800) 243-2435.

ROOMMATE NEEDED
for summer in apt. located close to
campus on 5th Ave. Call 203-7424.

EUROPE $229.
Wilhin
USA
$79-$129.
Caribb./Mexico $229 r.t. Cheap
fares
worldwide!
httpJ/www.airtiitch.org. AIRHITCH,
(800) 326-2009.

SEVEN-BDRM. HOUSE.
Available summer, $99 per person.
Fall, $229 per person. All utilities
included. One block from campus.
253-1154, Select Properties.

SINGLE ROOMS
in four-bdrm. apt. Male or female.
Individual lease, great location,
many amenities. 253-1320. ·
SINGLES.
M/F, available immediately. $169 per
month. Select Properties, 253-1154.

SOUTHVIEW APTS.,
two large bdrms., dose to SCSU,
cheap summer and fall rates.
Riverside Property, 251-8284, 251·
941K

RESUMES/COVER LETTERS.
Professional. 240-2355.
SEIZED CASS FROM $175.
Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys,
BMWs, Coivettes. Also Jeeps,
4WD's. Your area. Toll free (800)
218-9000 Ext. A-3883 for current
listings.
·

TEN PEOPLE WANTED NOW!
Chance of a lifetime to someone
concerned about environment and
income non-labor. For appointment,
call 267-5634.
TOM'S BARBERSHOP. •
Two barbers, all cuts, walk-ins. 2517270, 9 Wilson SE. Special on
Weds. for ROTC and Guard
Headquarters and all other students,
$5. All other weekdays, $6.
TYPING/WORD PROCESSING.
Term papers, thesis, etc. Efficient
service, reasonable, flexible hours.
Call Alice at 251-7001 .

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY.
SUMMER RENTALS, $95.
Specializing in candids before,
Parking and utilities included. Call during and after the ceremony.
Tammy, 252-9839. Fall room_s Professional and courteous, will
available also.
work with you to determine a
. shooting schedule that will minto
THREE-BDRM. APT.
your wedding day plans. Very
in a house. Laundry, no pets. 253- reasonable packages. For more
5340.
infonnation, call 654-8501.

Hall.

PRIVATE ROOMS
in four-bdrm. apts. close to campus
for summer and fall. Includes heat,
dishwasher, microwave, A/C, miniblinds, laundry. Yearly rates
available. Campus Quarters, 575
7th St S. 252-9226.
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FOR MY MOM.
Name a star for Mom. Just $33.
(+$2.50 s&h) Celeslial Registry.
(800) 446-3985 X1004.
GOV'T FORECLOSED HOMES
from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax,
repo's, reo's. Your area. Toll free
(800) 218-9000 Ext. H-3883 for
current listings.

HAND CRAFTED GRADUATION
gifts. The Metals Guild. A gallery of
artist made jewelry and objects. 505
Mall Germain. 259-9459.

WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
For help and hope, call: St Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24 hr.
hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St.
Germain St, Suite 205, St. Cloud.

Employment
$1,000'S POSSIBLE
reading books. Part time. At home.
Toll free, (800) 218-9000 ext A·
3883.for lis,r·,gs_._ _ __
$1,000'S POSSIBLE
typing. Part lime. At home. Toll free
(800) 218-9000 Ext. T-3883 for
listings.
$1500 WEEKLY
potential mailing our circulars. For
info., call (301) 429-1326.
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT.
Earn to $3000-$6000+/mo. in
fisheries, parks, resorts. Airfare!
FoOO"lodging! Get all the options.
Call (919) 918-77p7, ext.A 199.
ARE YOU GOING HOME
for the summer and ws1,nt to have a
job in place when you come back to
school in the · fall? Consider
becoming a part-time school bus
driver. No experience necessary, we
train. No weekendlevening work.
Hrs. 6:45-8:20 a.m. and 2:00-4:20
p.m. Train this summer. Start work
September 2nd at $8-$10 per hour.
(Minimum four hours a day). Call
Spanier Bus Service, 251-3313.
{We are hiring all summer long).

CAMP STAFF.
Have variety of jobs in central
Minnesota. Works with adults and
kids with disabilities. Will train. Great
experience for !her. rec. or spec. ed.
majors!
Roorruboard/salary.
Inquiries welcome. (800) 450-8376.
E-mail:
friendl@spacestar.com.
"Frie_nds~ip[ Venture. EOE.
CIVIC CENTER:
Set-up janitorial position at the St.
Cloud Civic Center. Must be
responsible and good with the
public. 15-25 hours per week.
Mostly nights and weekends. Apply
2nd floor Civic Center between 8
a.m. and 4:30 p.m., Monday-Friday.
EOE.

COLLEGE STUDENTS!
Summer cruise line positions.
Excellent paylbenems. Call today for
more informaticm. (504) · 429-9225
ext. 5311 C17.
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING.
Earn to $2000+/mo. plus free world
travel (Europe, Caribbean, etc.). No
exp. necessary. Room/board. Ring
(919) 918-7767, ex!. C199.
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR
positions available. Will train, flexible
hours, must be at least 21. Call
CMDA at 2559667.
GREAT PAY,
Minneapolis summer job. Dwtn.
parking facility needs both FT and
PT valet parking attendants. Flexible
scheduling, friendly atmosphere,
benefits for FT. Need valid MN
drivers license. Contact Pliil, (612)
333-6128.

HELP WANTED.
Men/women earn $480 weekly
assembling circuit boards/electronic
components at home. Experience
unnecessary, will train. Immediate
openings your local area. Call (520)
680-7891 ext. C200.
NANNIES!
Call the ELITE nanny seivice.
Exciting positions nation-wide! No
fee. Top salaries. One year
commitment. Nannies Plus. Sandy,
(800) 726-3965.
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING.
Plus forests, beach resorts,
ranches, rafting companies. Up to
$12/hour. Nation-wide openings.
Call (919) 918-7767 ext.R199.
RIVERBOAT CREW.
Come
aboard
Mississippi
Riverboats this summer! Boat, office
and
hoto crew needed for
passenger vesse - in S( Paul and
Mpls. Seasonal positions available
Apr. through Oct., variety of hours.
Start $6.50i1lr. Padelford Packet
Boat Co., Harriet Island, St. Paul,
MN 55107. 227-1100 or (800) 5433908.
SUMMER JOBS!
Full-lime house painters and
managers needed. Four day work
week! All outdoor work in the Twin
Cities. Earn up to $9000. No
_experience necessary. We will train.
Call Aspen Hoose Painting, (612)
922-3555.
SUMMER JOBS!!
Summer jobs!! New England
summer sports camp! Over 50
positions available! Call Camp
Winadu al (800) 491;6238.

"""
LJLJLJ

.& . /Out the Perks

Yat Campus Place
Apartments.
Now Renting
3 and 4 BRMApts.
Within walking Distance
to Campus

Amenities Include:
• Free off-street parking
• Free $50 gift certificate
fromCoboms
• Free heat, water, and
garbage
• Free storage garage foJ:
bikes
• Free study room on our 3
bedroom apartments
• Garages and tuck under
available

Olher Amenities Include:
• On sight laundry

• Controlled entries
• Dishwash~ microwaves,
NC. and mini~blinds
$199 per person on 4 BRM's
$249 per person on 3 BRM's

Also Renting for Slimmer
Starting at $125 per person

252-2000
WOULD YOU LIKE TO WORK
outdoors this summer? Gain
experience working hands-on with
kids? Camp Birchwood, a small
northern Minnesota children's camp,
seeks students to work as camp
counselors. Persons with skills in
horseback riding, sailing, water
skiing, tennis, goll and food service
are especially encouraged to apply.
For an application and interview, call
654-0865.

For Sale
1991 FORD PROBE.
BSK, sporty,· great condition. Asking
$5500. 743-4434.
THREE EDGE FEST TICKETS.

SUMMER WORK, $10.75 TO
START.
PT/FT, flexible schedule. No exp.
necessary. Scholarships available.
(320) 656-7750.

202-0804, negotiable.

TWINCmES
summer painting jobs. Have fun,
working outdoors with other
students. 40 hrs. per week. $7
starting wage. Varsity Painters. Call
(800) 798-4950.

CHRIST AND SATAN
are REAU Stressed? Take your
burdens to the cross. let God work
them out. You'll be amazed how
much is taken off your shoulders.
Then you will know the truth and the
truth will set you free.

WANTED: .
Summer camp staff. Be outdoors
and learn new skills, gain
experience working with children
while earning money. Coed youth
camp. 30 min. SW of Metro. Seeks
20 energetic, responsible adults.
Counselors,
cooks,
grounds
maintenance and janitorial. Training,
salary, housing and meals. 12 full
weeks of employment. Men
encouraged to apply! Call (612)
474-8085.

Personals

JESUS AND SATAN
are pretend. The biblical Jesus
Christ lied. (Mari< 13:32) "But of that
day and that hour knoweth no man,
no, not the · angels which are in
heaven, neither the son· (john
10:30) Jesus and the father are one.
Yet, the son does not know all?
(Luke 6:37) "Judge not, and ye shall
not be judged ...• (John 7:24)" ... but
judge righteous judgment. All
religions ar cults. Those who
threaten others with infinite torture
are terrorists. Dare to question
religion. Atheism is true.
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Student Government and the
Athletic D~partment would
like to intorm all SCSU
Students of the following:
PROPOSAL: · Continue

athletic fees in exchange for
free admission to all home athletic events,
including Division I hockey.
OBJECTIVE: Allow

free admission for SCSU
students to all regular season home athletic events
by offsetting lost revenue to the athletic department.
VOTING WILL TAKE PLACE

6, 1997
MAY 7, 1997

TUESDAY, MAY
WEDNESDAY,

GARVEY

11

A.M. -

7 P.M.

9 A.M. - 5 P.M.
5 P.M. - 10 P.M.

ATWOOD CENTER
LRS LOBBY

HALENBECK HALL (NEAR THE WALL BRIDGE)

11

A.M -

4 P.M.

1. For proposal to pass it needs a simple majority.

2. If proposal passes the athletic department would receive a~proximately
$160,000.
3. If proposal passes students would be guaranteed the following number of
seats:
Men's Ice Hockey · 2,000
Men's Basketball
4,000
Football
3,000
Women's Basketball 4,000
Volleyball
2,000
Women's Ice Hockey 2,000
4. Cost to SCSU students if the proposal passes will be approximately
$12.96 per year.

